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PREFACE 
Several historians have made the statement; "The History 
of the Illinois Central Railroad is the History or Illinois"• 
It is the purpose or this dissertation to evaluate the 
veracity o:f this statement. 
Such a study involves an understanding o:f the life in 
Illinois prior to the construction o:f the Illinois Central 
railroad with emphasis placed on transportation or the lack 
of it. Then the actual construction of the railroad must be 
consideretl. in order that the picture may be complete. 
By studyi.ng the subsequent activities o:f the Illinois 
Central Railro~l Company,especially through immigration,and 
its e:f:fects upon agriculture,industry,transportation, 
urbanization,standards of lirlng,eduction,finance,and politics 
a :f'l.tller understanding of the participation the rai.lroad in 
the development of the state o:f Illinois will be had. 
The value of this thesis depends upon its maintainance 
or a neutral point of view. Therefore reliable sources 
have been consulted whenever possible. Where secondary 
references have been used their accounts were accepted only 
after the rJ.atter had been "'Studied from all sides. 
J. • 
• 
Chapter I 
Early Railroads and the Land Grant 
The coming of the ra:i.lroads revolutionized life in 
Illinois. From that time on the deTelopment of one is 
concomitant with that of the other. Arter the transportation 
improvements of' the f'orties hacl brought the state out of' its 
f'rontier stages,the laQd grant and subsequent construction 
of the Illinois Central railroad hepled transfomD Illinois 
f'rom an agricultural to an industrial state. 
The earliest settlements in Illinois were made by the 
. 
French at Caltok:i..a and Kaskaskia. This locality became the 
goal of' all subsequent inmdgration,until 1830,when a wave of' 
inmti.gration began i~to the northern counties. These settlers-
came :from the eastern states and many :fltom Eurppe, so that by 
1850 Illinois had a population of over 850 1 000,three-:fourths 
of' which lived in the nortbern counties and were of' northern 
1 
Eurppean stock. 
The great need of' nearly every state had al1rays been 
rapid and cheap transportation of' produce to market. In this 
respect settlers had been lind.ted to the water highways or to 
dirt roads,tlle f'orner being the most popular. A study o:f 
the map of' the state tr.ill show that wldle Illinoi~ is 
encircled by natural waterways the interior counties,which 
1. Seventh Census- 1850. Gerhard,F.- Illinois as it is,1857. 
are by rar the richest and most fertile portions or the state, 
were without this means or transportation. Extremely fertile 
regions lying only twenty miles from navigable waters lay 
isolated because of the lack ·of l~nd transportation. Even 
though the prairie loam was far richer aronn4 Egypt and the . 
northern parts of the state,it attracted few settlers due to 
2 
the lack of a~equate market facilities. As nearly all the 
products or the state were bulky the expense of moTing such 
freight over nore than twenty miles was prohibitive. 
Henry Clay speaking in behalf of the Illinois Central 
3 
land grant said; 
"With respect to the State of Illinois-and I belieTe the same 
is true to a considerable extent with reference to Mississippi 
and Alabama, but I happen to know something personally of the 
interior of State of Illinois-that portion or the State 
through which this road will run is a succession of vrairie, 
the principal of which is denoted the 'Great Prairie • I do 
not recollect its exact length,it is~I believe about 300 
miles in length and but 100 in breath. Mow tb::Ls road: ·till 
pass directly through that Grand Prairie len§tbwise and 
there is nobody who knows anytld.ng or the Grand Prairie who 
does not know that the land is worthless for any present 
purpose- not because it is not fertile but for want of wood 
and water and f'r.om the t!act that it is inaecessible,wanting 
all f'acilities for reaching market or for transportation 
timber,so that nobody will go there and, settle while it is 
so destitute of all advantages of society and the conveniences 
which arise from a seeial state. And now by constructing tats 
road through the pratr:Le,throngh the center of' the State o~ 
Illinois;you bring millions of' acres of' land immediately 
into the market,which will otherwise remain for years and 
years entirely unsaleable." 
2. Foster,J.s.- A Guide to the I.C.RR.Lands. 
3. Extract from speech delivered in Senaie,in Remarks of' 
w.w.Baldwin,Congressional Record,January 12,1920. 
When the decade preceeding the Civil War began,one-tbird 
0~ the land in Illinois remained in the hands of the federal 
government. The southern and nortbern portions were but 
" sparcely settled and the central parts remained a ~lderness. 
In other words,the great agricultural and ~neral resources of 
the state· were almost untouched. Though manufacturing was 
making an appearance in the ~at,the united States was still 
an agrarian country. The great bulk of the population being 
engaged in agriculture,especially in the middle-western states. 
To meet the demands of the CiTil War mass production came to 
the front in the East,but it was years later before Illinois 
became industrial. Pntor to the 01 vi.l War slightely over 
3100 industrial establishments existed in the state,the largest 
5 
being the McCormick Reaper Works in Olrl.ca.go. 
M1ning was adversely atrected by the lack of transportatio~ 
to a greater extent than agriculture. Coal was being ~ned at 
LaSalle,Springfield,and D~lle,and lead at Galena,yet the 
development of these resources was insignificant. Fabulous 
mineral wealth still lay untouched. La Salle,because of its 
proxi.mi ty to the Illinois-:M:Lchigan Canal, was the most 
important mining district. Chicago preferred. to bring iil: its 
coal from Ohio. Because of a good route for transportation 
it could bu7 the fuel a dollar cheaper per ton. 
The most popular and most profitable form of agriculture 
4. SeTenth Census,1850. Gerhard,F.- Illinois as it is,1857;p.1331-
5. Ibidt 1 p.134. 
was the r~sing of live stock,especially swine. A large part 
of the corn crop could be fed to the hogs and these were sent 
~ 
to the market "on the hoof". Due to the lack of transportation 
rural families raised just enough to proTide for their own 
wants. Consequently in the larger towns and mining ctl.striots 
farm products were none too abundant and aocor41ng1y,prices 
6 
were high. 
The government,in trying to remedy existing conditions, 
7 
named certain roads public highways. But that was all that was 
done,since no money was appropriated for their improvement. 
They remained Indian trails across the prairie in the snmmer 
and a series of mud holes in the winter. The ~rst actual step 
taken by the state legislature to improve means of transport 
was the Internal Improvement plan of 1837. After various 
oompromises,the most important of wbicb was an arrangement 
with the Springfield delegation by which the state capitol 
. . 
was.promised to that oity,tbis act was passed by the legislatur~ • 
.Among the many projects prortded. f'or in this plan was 
' 
a government financed central railroad. A loan based on the 
credit of the state was to proTide ~ds for the construction 
fit this road,wbich was to run from Oairo to Galena. Work was 
begun by a commission appointed to manage the enterprise, 
bat e.xtravagance and nd.smanagement soon drained the treasury 
9 
of all raad.J' f'unds. 
6. Rantoul~s Letter. 
7. Andreas,A.T.- HistoRt of Chicago,map opp.p.2301 v.1. 
s. Moses,J.- Illinoisstorical and Stat*stical,p.1042-1046. 
9. Brownson.H";lf;- R:l .... + .... - of" the :r ... c .. JfR ... t!n ... tn "f8t;o .. n.19. 
Other reasons £or;tbe tailure or the goTernment ~nanced 
railroads were the exhaustion o:r public credit, the panic o:r 
1831,and the resulting depression. The plan :tailed because the 
railway line was laid out 116t~w.t:tll.:re~ere:Doe to :rnture routes 
of trade but to secure sufricient legislatiTe support :tor the 
measure. The term:Lm.ts at Galena was not dictated by foresight. 
The town's prosperity was unstable,depeading upon one 
industry. Even then its populatio~ was declining dne to a 
drop in lead production. 
To meet the demands o:r powerf'U1 speculators, the route 
was swerTed from a streight line to take in the town of 
10 
Sbel~lle,with a population o:r two hundred and fifty people. 
Another attempt at railroad construction under the 
Internal- ImproTement Act was the Korthern Cross Railroad. It 
deriTed its name from the :tact that it was designed to cross 
the state in the northern section,extending from Quincy 
11 
through Jackson,Springtield,and Decatur to DanTille. The 
plan was entrusted to MulT'ay McConnel. With the help o:r quite 
a few of his relatiTes,who were supposed to haTe had experience 
in railway construction,he was able to complete the road to 
12 
Jackson by Jannary,1840 at a cost o:r $i061233. 
The first loeomotiTe had been lost en route and a second 
was shipped down the Illinois riTer and arriTed at Meridosia. 
Rails bad been la.i.d six months be:tore,so that the engine was 
10. Mitehell,-J.- Illinois in 18:J71 p.247. 
11. Moses,J.- Illinois Historical and Statistioal,p.1043. 
12. Ibid.,p.1045. 
put into inwediate use. The speed or the Rogers,which was 
the name or the new engine,named .,.er one of its builders was 
about six miles per hour. In the winter time six inches of 
snow were sufficient to, stop it. A law passed in February,18411 
authorized Governor Ford to spend $1001 000 to extend·lbe 
Xortber.n Cross railroad to Spri~eld1over $3001 000 baTing 13 
already been spent upon that portion o:r the line. 
On Yay 131 1842 tbe line between Meredosia and Sprin~eld 
was opened :for tra:f:fic. The railroad was operated by the state 
but could not be made to pay. Subsequently it was leased to a 
private corporation. It passed :from one lessee to another and 
although the rental had been reduced to one hundred and sixty 
dollars a month, the railroad :failed te earn enough to pay the 
rent. The locomotive was run o:rr the tracks at Xew Berlin,and 
by 1845 the tracks became un:fit :for transportation. Finally, 
in 1847 the road was sold at public auction for $21,000 to 
Nicholas Ridgely who changed the name to the Sangamon and 
Morgan Railroad Company. Later it became a branch of the 
14 
Wabash system. 
In 1843 the state legislature made another attempt to 
provide railroads in the state o:f Illinois,when it incorporated 
15 
the Great lVestern Railroad. Company. The rights the state had 
obtained through the act o:f 18371 for building a central road 
13. Starr Jr. ,J ... One Hundred Years of American Railroadin~,p.l~ 
14. Moses,J.- :rl.linois !istoi'iea1 arid Statistlea1,p.1oll&. 
15. Session Laws ot Illinois,18143,p.199. lewton,li'.- Earlz 
Railway Legislation in Illinois,p.33. 
were transferred to this company,sometimes called the Holbrook 
company. A clause was added to tbe Holbrook Charter by wlaoh 
the state of Illinois surrendered to the company all public 
lands which might come into the possession o~ the state 
16 
during the li~e time of the charter. 
The railroad comp-.my under its leader Darius Holbrook 
i.JmDediately set to work. Surveys and gradings,wh:lch had been 
begun by the state in 1837,were completed and construction 
work in the vicinity of Cairo was done. But the exhaustion of 
·available funds for,ced all work to stop. Eastern and European 
capitalists refUsed to risk inTestment in a state on the 
verge of bankruptcy. 
These disasterous attempts at railway construction made 
it eTident ot the people that government financed railroads 
were an impossi~lity,especially under the depressed condition 
o:r the state treasury. lfhen later railroad projects were 
considered the state was ~lling to ~ant large concessions 
to private companies rather than attempt rail~oad construction 
at its own expense. 
In accordance with this policy,the Galena- Chicago union 
17 
Railroad Company was incorporated in 1847. This railroad was 
built rlth capital secured from local farmers. In a single day 
its president,Williwa Ogden,collected $20,000 from farmers, 
who came to Chicago to sell their produce. From its very 
16. Ackerman,W.K.- Historical Sketch o~ the I.c.nn.co.,p.to. 
17. Cole,A.c.- The Era ot tbe Civil Iar,p.41. 
beginning the road proved proritable. In February and October 
or 1850,when only twenty miles or the road were in operation, 
18 
dividends or ten and eight percent were declared. 
Another short line which received a charter from the 
state was the Cbicago and Aurora railroad. It used the Galena-
Chicago tracl(s f'or thirty-three miles and built the remaining 
ten miles to Aurora in 1850. This company also met with 
19 
immediate success. 
The success or projects similar to the two mentioned, 
p.roved·to the state that a railroad could be supported. An 
extensive network of' tracks in Illinois could be made to pay, 
but it could not be financed by local capital. Substantial 
f'ederal aid must be sought. 
In 1837 a bill had been introduced in the sentate, 
granting land to the lit. Carmel and !few Albany railroad. The 
classical ~~ent of' the time was propounded by its 
constituents,that a railroad would help the government dispose 
quickly or the rema:lning public lands. BUt Congress f'eared to 
make a bargain with a private corporation and consequently 
• 20 
the bill f'ailed. Although the bill f'ailed of' passage,yet the 
benefits or such an act had been brought to the attention of' 
the Congressmen. Another f'actor which was rrsponsible f'or the 
failure of' the bill was. the increasing changes in routes of' 
commerce. Instead of' following the natural trend of' the 
18. Ibid., p.41. 
19. Ibid.,p.40. 
20. Senate Documents,2 Sess.25 Cong.Ro.203. 
.., . 
rJississipp~,as tra~~ic bad formerly done it now was taking 
an east and west course. Tbis change was caused by the opening 
up of the rich territory in the middle and far west an4 the 
~ 
transition from ~arming to manufacturing in the east. 
Sidney Breese,in:mediately after becoming United States 
senator from Illinois in 1843,introduced a bill in Congress 
asking for preemption rights for .the Great Western RaiJroad 
company to a portion of the public land through which the 
21 
proposed road was to run. This bill received slight attention 
because Breese had little inrluence. When two years later 
Breese was appointed chairman or the Committee on Public 
Lancls, he introduced another bill. This one also :failed, 
22 
through lack or support from the other Illinois representatives 
Several t•actors now entered in aiding Breese to attain 
his objective. The firstwasa motion adopted: by the state 
legislature to instruct senators and representatives from 
Illinois to ~oster a law granting land to the state for 
23 
railroad construction. Another ~actor was tbe election o:r the 
24 
dynamic Steptlen Douglas as Breese's colleague. Douglas had 
always been in ~avor or a network o:r railroads in the state, 
but he opposed the preemption bill o:r Breese; first,because 
no branch to Chicago was provided :for; seoond,because he felt 
------------------------------21. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch of the I.C.RR.,p~lO. 
22. Report o:r Hon.Breese from the CoEmi~ee on PUblic ~and, 
rltb a bill granting land to Illinois. 
23. Senate Journal,Illinois,1847,p.91. 
24. Douglas- Breese Correspondence,January 51 1851. 
• 
that preemption rights were not sutricient to secure the 
25 
necessary capital. Douglas favored a donation bill granting 
alternate sections o:r goTernment land to the state tor the 
26 
construction o:r a railroad. 
Anticipating the passage of the land •grant bill,the 
Holbrook Company petitioned the state legislature for a renewal 
or its charter,and in February,1849 the Great Western Railroad 
27 
company was reincorporated. Tlds enactment of the legislature 
was opposed by Douglas;anddue to pressure from the press and 
Douglas' :faction the Holbrook Company surrendered the charter 
:ror a period of one year. This memorial was neTer renewed. 
But later. when the Illinois Central Railroad Company was 
organized the Holbrook Company reoeiTed one thousand shares of 
28 
Illinois Central stock,about one-twentieth or the entire issue. 
In the elections of 1849 1 General Shield was chosen as 
Breese's successor. Be was in·taTor o:r the donation bill,tlms 
removing the main source o:r opposition to Douglas' plan in the 
Senate. Tbe press,especially the Chicago papers a:rter Douglas 
' had proposed a branch to that city,also began a strong 
29 
campaign :ror the land grant •. 
These :factors combined with seTeral compromises,wbt.eh 
Douglas made with other Senators,were able to e:f'rect a pass~e 
25. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketoll~. the I.c.nn.,p.73. 
26. Drownson,n.G.- Historl o:r the I.c.Rn.co.,p.26. 
27. Session Laws,1849. 
28. Letter Brayman to W.K.Ackerman,August 2,1891 • 
29. Newspapers o:r the time,especially the Chicago Democrat. 
--· 
of the land grant bill in the Senate. Douglas made the plan 
appealing to the east by extending a branch to Chicago; tbns 
connecting the trade routes or the Mississippi,the Great Lakes, 
and the Gulf of Mexico with the east. By extending the proposed 
grant to the states of :Uississippi and Alabama,he gained the 
yote of the south. He removed tbe opposition or the Hew 
England states by agreeing to support a change of tariff. 
In the Bouse the Illinois representatiTes had not been 
idle. Wentworth,Dissell,and McClernand had been working 
assiduously in creating f'aTorable inclinations toward the bill. 
It was f'inally passed by tbe Bouse and three days later 
31 
signed by President Filmore. 
On September 20,1850,Congress passed tbe act; granting 
to Illinois,Mississippi,and Alabama,land to be used in the 
construction· of a railroad extending :from Chicago to Mobile. 
By this grant the state of' Illinois received alternate sections 
of' public land designated by even numbers f'or six sections 
deep,on each side of' the trunk and branches of the railroad. 
The selection of the land could be made f'rom the even numbered 
sections to a distance of' f'if'teen miles on either side of' the 
32 
track. Other speci~cations of the grant were that a railroad 
should be built extending :from the southern end of' the Illinois 
Michigan Canal to a point at or near the junction of' the 
--·-----·---- --··-----··------------
30. 
31. 
32. 
Land Grant- Appendix of Brownson's Historz or the I.C.RR. 
Wentworth,J.- Congressional Reminiscences. SanbOrn,J.---
Co~essional Grants ol tana in lid of' Railroads~p.26. 
La~rant. -
.L.:Je 
Mississippi and Ohio rivers,with branches to Chicago and 
DubUque,Iowa - Dou~las was f"orced to chance the northern 
terminus to Dubuque to obtain the eo8peration or the Iowa 
3a 
representatives. The road was to be completed withia ten 
years and if" this were not done,all unsold lands reverted to 
the federal government. Beside the state paid to the United 
states whatever it had received :ror lands already sold. Other 
conditions were that the railroad be :rree :rrom toll to the 
United States for the transportation or troops and government 
property. Compensation which would be made Tor carrying the 
mails lfould be decided by Congress later. The bill,as the title 
states,included a similar grant to the states of !tlssissippi 
. 34 
and Alabama. 
This act of Congress was an important step toward the 
present-day development o:r the United States. It was the ~rst 
of a series or acts whereby over 1&5,000,000 acres o:r public 
domain were granted directly or indirectly toward railroad 
35 
construction. With the passage or the Illinois,Mississippi, 
and Alabama Land Grant,the history of railroads in the united 
States begins. Concurrently begins the history or a huge 
expansion and development not only of the middle west but 
more especially of the :rar west. 
The land grant railroads also played a vital part in 
saTing the west to the Union. Such a policy of granting land 
--------------------~--··---·-------
33. Brownson,n.G.- History of" the I.c.nn.co.,p.ao. 
34. Land Grant to Illinois,Mississippi,and Alabama-sept.201 1850 
35. Record of the Land Grants made to Railroads to be found 
in the Newberry Library,Cbicago,Illinois. 
.... ,.., . 
tor railway construction stimulated the development of safe 
and adequate transportation in territory hitherto not 
possessing such means of transport. The railroads also gave 
value to the vast acres of land that were a burden upon the 
shoulders of the government. It is true that many pieneer 
settlements were made Defore the coming of the •iron borsen, 
yet these were insi~ficant compared to the cities and towns 
which sprang up through the instrumentality of the railroads. 
In 1852 a grant was made to Missouri. and at the second 
•ession ot' Congress to Mississippi and Arkansas. Four years 
later,after several of the land grant railroads had begun to 
operate suceessfUlly,all reluctance to issuing large tracts 
of land was removed. During tbat· one year grants were made to 
seTen states. In 1862 a large grant was made to the Union 
Pacific Railroad Comp~y,the rirst direct grant to be made 
to a private corporation. Previously,the grants w•re given 
to states which in turn issued charters to railroad companies 
36 
and turned the land over to these companies. 
Now that the state had the land grant the question arose 
how to dispose of it to the best advantage. The tisasterous 
failures of the internal ~.rement railroad enterprises,as 
well as of early private efforts at railroad construction, 
were not forgotten by the people of the state. Wow that a new 
means for improving the transportation facilities of the 
----------------------------------------·---------- --------36. Land Grants- Washington,D.c. A record or the various grants 
nade,found in the •ewberry Library,Cbicago,Illinois. 
-... 
state were presented to the government,it was beseiged on 
all sides by proponents of "pet• plans. Stmnp and press teemed 
with ad:vi.ce as to the best mode of disposing of th'e land grant. 
Four major plans presented themselves. The first was 
state construction of the railroad along the lines of the 
plan of 1837. Despite the former failure of this plan many 
were of the opinion that the three million acre grant would 
insure its success. 
n~e second scheme was the bond holders plan. Certain 
eastern capitalists suggested that a company or bondholders 
be chartered rl tb power to construct the railroad. Three 
dollars of bonds or four of stock were to be given for each 
dollar o:f cash invested. Such tenns were too onerous to a 
bankntpt state,and the project ne~er received serious attention. 
A third plan was the completion the Great Western 
railroad under the charter o:f 1837. One of the clauses of tbis 
charter was that the state promised to surrender to tl~ Gr~at 
Western Railroad Company all public lands which it might 
. 37 
receive during the lifetime of the charter. This charter had 
been revoked and then renewed in 1849. The renewal had been 
ttnfavorably received by many politicians and so the charter 
was suspended until the next session of the state legislature. 
Therefore when the legislature met,the Holbrook Company made 
38 . 
every e:frort to defeat any bill repealing its charter. If they 
37. History of Cairo,publieation of the Cairo Citr and Canal Co. 
nrownson,ii.G.- History ol' the l.c.llfi~~p.20. --
38. Ibid. 
-were successf'ul the land grant would automatically to to 
their compan7. 
The last plan was to create a private corporation and 
39 
turn the grant over to it with certain restrictions. 
lfl1en the state legislature meet in 1851,many bill were 
presented in both houses,but no agreement could be reached. 
The land grant had been the Tital issue during tbe prec~Ji~· 
'elections and each congressman came to Springrield with 
instructions to vote :ravoring his own district and f'aetion. 
The selection o~ Breese as speaker seemed to give the Holbrook 
party the upper hand. But this was o:r short duration,:ror the 
Breese-Holbrook raction was not as powerfUl as it had been 
several years be:rore. The legislators were especially opposed 
to it,and Douglas' leadership was enough to throw the Holbrook 
Charter out o~ f'urther consideration. There is no knowing 
when any def'init~ plan of utilizing the land grant would have 
been adopted had not outside interests intervened. Robert 
Rantoul or Massaclntsetts,representing a group or eastern 
capitalists,presented a proposition to the state government. 
This proposal in substance was: That the legislature create a 
corporation and surrender the land grant to it. In retu~ f'or 
which the company would complete a railroad by July 4,1854, 
40 
and pay the state (blank) percent o:f the gross recepts. 
The acceptance o~ this memorial was recon~mended by Gov. 
---- .,.ll(!'> 
39. Ibid.p.34. Although many propositions were put before the 
legislature they all simmered down to these rour diTisions. 
Brownson's History o~ the I.C.RD. Appendix1Memorial or 
Dec.28,1850. Blarik Ler~ ror ~fie rate to be paid. 
40. 
41 14 rrench in a special message, and on 3anuary ,1851 the first 
step was taken toward acoepting the Rantoul proposition,wben 
Ashel Gridly introduced a bill in the Senate,incorporating the 
Illinois Central Railroad Company. This bill met with the 
immediate opposition of the Holbrook interests. If they were 
successful in delaying its passage f"or the f'ew remaining days 
of' Congress,then the Holbrook charter would go into eff"ect • 
.Another important clause of" the Gridly Dill which caused 
delay was the percentage to be paid to the state. The act 
specif'ied ten percent but the Rantoul interests were ~lling 
42 
to pay only seven. 
James Morrison ofrered a substitute bill containing 
yarious ammendments to the original. This new bill was 
inn~ediately passed a large majority vote in both Houses. It 
incorporated the Illinois Central Railrpad Oompany,as the 
Rantoul company was to ~e called and on March 191 1851 the 
charter wa<. accepted bj- the new company. 
~ong the more important provisions of' the Illinois 
Central charter was the transf'er of' the f'ederal land grant to 
to the railroad company and the exemption or the property 
from taxation. In return the company was to pay seven percent 
or its gross earnings to the state in perpetuity. Another 
important clause made the governor o~ the state an ex-officio 
44 
o:rt'icer of' the railroad company. 
n. f11:inols weekly Journal,January 22,1S51. 
42. Ibid. 
43. Ibid. 
44. Charter of' the Illinois Central Railroad Company. 
~·r • 
.The granting o:f tne Illinois Central charter by the state, 
marl{s an important epoch in the history of Illin~1s. It 
,-
com-erred valuable pr:ivileges but in return the state received. 
nttmcrous and unusual benefits. The act g~anting right-of-way 
to the railroad company through public lands,to a width of 
two hundred :feet gave the railroad company a strip running the 
length o:r the state from the ·junction of" the M:Lssi.ss:Lppi and· 
ohio rivers to the southern end o:r the Illinois~chigan Canal. 
Branches were speci:fied to Chicago and Galena. The railroad , 
also obtained the privilege of taking from the lands earth, 
45 
stone, and timber f'or the construction ot' its lines • The most 
important concession to the railroad company was the granting 
of 2,595,133 acres of land'i.n even numbered seetions,and 
3 1 473 acres in odd numbered sections thus f'orming a total o:f 
46 
2,598 1 1::13 acres. 
The bene:fits which the state derived :from these unusual 
concessions had such a bearing upon the welfare and fUture 
prosperity of' the connuomrealth that ~hey cannot be enumerated 
in a f'ew paragraphs. We may begin by recognizing the statement 
made by nany historians; that the history of' the Illinois 
47 
Central is the history of' 'Illinois. 
45. 
46. 
- 47. 
Charter of' the Illinois Central Railroad Company. 
These are the figures according to the valuation of' the 
Interstate Commerce Commission. The General Land O:ffice 
of the Illinois Central,horrever,reports the total B'Creage 
as 2 1 593,133. C:f. Corliss,c.a.- Land Grants to Railroads. 
Brownson,H.G.- Histor~ of' the I.c.nn.co. 
Starr Jr.,J.- One Hun red Years o:f American Railroadin~, 
and a.~ham and the Railroads. 
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Chapter II 
Construction and Settlenent 
The development o~ the land grant divides ~tsel~ into 
two divisions. First,the actual construction o~ the railroad 
and second,the sale o~ the land ~or ~arming and settlement. 
These two phases o~ nailroad history in Illino~s are 
interdependent,the construction o~ the Illinois Central 
railroad provided the necessary means o~ transportation the 
lack of '\7hich had retarded the settlement o:f the state. On the 
other hand,the ~irst is dependent upon the second ~or the 
sections o:f the granted land wbt8h were divided into ~arms 
were the :foundation upon whZch the Central railroad was built. 
Eastern capitalists would not have risked their money in an 
enterprise of a bankrupt state unless special privileges and 
~irn security ~or their investments were given. The grant o~ 
nearly 3,000,000 acres o~ land gave the state a credit which 
otherwise it might not have obtained. Subsequent utilization 
of tlrl.s grant brought the state out o:f its banknlpt condition. 
The ventures o~ the state in a system o:r internal transportatio 
1 
were the primary causes :for its large debt. Now the land grant 
becane a means of paying o:ff this indebtedness without :further 
risk to the ~inanoial status o:r Illinois. 
The Illinois Central Railroad Company was organized in 
1. Pease,T.c.- The Frol!_t_i_~ __ s_t_~,Centennial Histery o~ Ill.vii 
.LUe 
New York and the main orrice remained in that city tor many 
2 
years. Robert Schuyler was chosen rirst president. He had had 
a great deal of experience in railroad organization,haTing at 
one time or another been the leading director of several 
eastern railroads. His record was t~rnished,when in 1853 he 
became involved in questionable proceedings in connection with 
the New York and New Haven railroad •. As president attd trans:rer 
agent of' that company he made and over-issue of' $2,000,000 
3 
worth of' stock. This act ruined an otherwise illustrious career 
nobert Rantoul Jr.,the man most instrumental in securing 
the Illinots Central charter,was most prominent o:r the 
company's early official. The charter was very largely his 
work,as were the early financial policies of the Illinois 
central Railroad Company. Rantoul's ability in the world or 
finance tfas so well recognized. that he was mentioned tor the 
of'fice of' Secretary of the Treasury in President Filmore's 
4 
Oabinet,but his death deprived him of-that honor. 
In 1853 Sclmyler was suceded by William H. Osborn. The 
Illinois Central railroad owes more to Pres~4ent Osborn than 
to any other person connected with it. At one time he was 
entruste<l with complete control of the road,and his policies 
5 
even during periods of' depression were never condemned. 
Sirn.1l taneously with the execution of the deed by 
Governor Freneh,granting land to the Illinois Central Railroad 
2. Annual Report,1852,1853. 
3, Ackerman, W ,K,- Hi storl cal Sketch of the I .Q. .• RR..!.&f.ves 
4 5sketehes of ali-n-e early officials of the eompany,p.57-60. 
' • Ibid.p.27-36,62-68, 
~· ~\.1. 
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company from the state o:r Illinois,th~ conpany proceeded to 
execute a deed of trust to Morris Ketchum,John Hoore,and 
samuel Lockwood,conveying to them in trust all the land 
6 
granted by the federal government. This deed was given as 
security to the state for the actual construction of the 
railroad and a security of the bonds whiGh the company 
7 
' intended to issue. 
The original plan of the promoters o:r ·the Illinois 
central was to finance the construction ~--a railroad by 
means of bo~ds secured by a mortage o:r the donated land. In 
accordance with this policy the railroad company issued bonds 
in various denominations,totalling $17,000,000 with 2,000,000 
acres o:r the granted land as security. The remaining 595,000 
acres were placed at the disposal of' the three tmstees the 
proceeds from which were to be used to pay the interest on 
8 
the bonds issued and to meet the :rinancial need of the company. 
At the time bOnds o:r the state o:r Illinois were selling 
at a heavy discount in the eastern states so that the Illinois 
Central saw in that quarter an unfavorable market for its 
securities. The alternative was to seek foreign capital. 
Accordingly,David Neal,f"irst vice-president of the Illinois 
Central Railroad Oompany,went to Europe to secure fUnds for 
the Illinois project. He spent some time in England and 
------·-...-..--·-·-----·-~-~-·----
6 •. Ketchum represented the railroad company,the other two 
were trustees o:r the state. 
7. Ibid.,p.B8. 
8. Ibid.,p.68 1 tl9. 
....... ~~. 
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Belgium and was able to obtain monetary aid f'rom capitalists 
there. So successtpl was Keal that by February 1856 oTer 
40,000 shares or Illinois Central Railroad bonds had been 
9 
disposed of' in Europe. Six months later this amount had been 
doubled,due principally to sales in Great Britain. !feal made 
a second trip to England and at Liverpool he negotiated a 
large shippment of' iron-rails :ror the construction or the 
railroad. This purchase was very helpfUl in securing British 
uooperation in the financing o:r the Central railway. By 1864 
oTer $12,000,000 of' the company's bonds were held abroad and 
10 
of this amount three-f'ourths were held by English inTestors. 
These f'oreign iDTestors did not remain idle. To obtain 
a larger return on their inTestments they aided the Illinois 
central railroad in many ways; encouraging settlers for the 
company's lands; obtaining better and cheaper materials :ror 
the railroad; and promoting the Illinois Central adTertising 
campaign. 
The new Central railroad was to consist of 705 miJes, 
crossing the whole state :rrom north to south. Sectional 
riTalries were so intense for branches o:r the new road that 
the legislature had not been able to decide the route and 
left the choice to the railroad oompa.ny, speei:f'ying only five 
points: Galena,Cirlcago,the southern terminus of the Illinois-
--------~---------------·--------------9. Ibid,p.so. Andreas,A•T·- ~~!7 or Chieago,T.!,p.177. 
10. Annual Report-18761 1856. 
11 
Michigan Oanal,Oairo,and Dubuque. Threats,bribery,and litigaticn 
were employed to no avail in inf'luencing the railroacl~s choice. 
The line was determined by its economic and engineering 
merits,being located with the purpose of' including as nmch 
public land within the f'if'teen mile limit as possible. 
Opportunities f'or trar.tic were not overlooked also the minimum 
cost of' operation and construction was an object in the choice. 
Expensive rights-of'-way,long br:Ld.ges,and. extensive grating 
were undesirable expenditures. The route rinally chosen was 
in the shape of' a ·~ extending over 699 miles of' Illinois 
territory. Generally speaking,it was streight with only three 
curves of' small radius,tbe main line extending f'rom Cairo to 
12 
Freeport and on to Dubuque. Roswell B. Mason was put i~ 
charge of' the whole project and to him belongs the credit of' 
13 
a suecessf'ul management of' the road during its i.nf'ancy. . 
With the preliminary work completed actual eo11struction 
was begun. To comply with the speeif'ications of' the charter, 
ground was broken on December 23,1851 and work started f'rom 
each terminal. Several seemingly insurmountable obstacles 
immediately presented themselves the f'oremost of' which was 
lack of' labor. Illinois was still an agricultural state. 
Farmers showed no inclination to take part in railroad 
construction and there was no superabundance of' labor in the 
towns. What labor existed was static and could not be moved. 
----------------· ------- ------
11. Obarter•c:i!" the I.O.RR.co. 
12. Annual Report-1851. 
13. Ibid. 
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.. 
as construction progressed into distant counties. 
Fortunately,conditions in Europe helped to rectity this 
situation. A wave or Irish and German immigrants,seeking 
political liberty and better living conditions,had started. 
These immigrants came looking :tor land and work. The Irish, 
especially,d.rawn :rrom the peasant class,had been able to save 
just enough :tor their passge over. Attracted by the cheap 
lands, they came to the m:Lddle west. Many o:f them when they 
finally arrived in Illtnois were so destitute that they were 
willing to do any kinA o:r work. At certain times :from &is to 
ten thousand men were employed by the Illinois Central raitroaa 
14 
and a large majority o:f these were immigrants. Much could 
not be expected :rrom the :foreigners,since such work was to 
them only a means to an end.. They came here to continue :tarming 
and when enough money had been saved to buy a piece o:f land. 
they le:tt the railroad. But they had per:rormed their share in 
supplying the labor aecessary :for the building o:r the road. 
Now they carr:led on the worlc o:r aiding the development ot 
both the railroad and the state, by becom:Lng purchasers o:f 
the railroad company's lands. Af"ter settling down many sent 
tor their f"amilies and relatives,thus producing a continuous 
stream o:f irnnigrants into the state. This was especially true 
o:r the Germans, tile Irish continued to work :for the railroad 
and later in the :factories,constituting a large part of" the 
urban population. 
14. Annual Report- 1853 • 
~ 
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Another obstacle which had to be sunnounted was lack o~ 
15 
materials. Tile time for completing the road was lind ted and 
practically no rail·road material was made in this country. 
. 16 
It had to be all imported rrom Europe. There also were no 
1ar~e construction companies in the state,making it necessary 
to break up the 1vork into twelve sections and inTi te bids for 
17 
each section. By October 18&2 the entire road,excepting a 
18 
small section or firty miles was uDder contract. Outside of 
a rew financial dirriculties,wbteh were bound to arise,tbe 
work or construction went on very smoothly and by January 
1865 the main line was completed. In September the Galena ani 
10 
Chicago branches were ready for use. 
Compared with. present day railroads the Illinois Central 
or that tine was a very poorly constructed line. Still it 
was a gigantic accomplishment. The largest railroad or the 
day had been the New York and Erie,extending three l:mndred 
20 
miles. The Illinois Central more than doubled that length. 
Its tracks ran through a veritable wilderness. They scarcely 
passed through a dozen towns large enough to be on the map. 
We shall see later how quickly this territory was populated. 
15. According to the charter the main line had to be completed 
witlrln four years and the branches within six years. 
16. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch of the r.c.nn.,p.53. 
17. Chicago. Democrat=April 23,1851. · --·--
18. American Railroad Journal- October 25,1856. 
19. Moses,J.- Illinois Historical and Statistical,p.579. 
20. Brownson,H.G.- History-of the Illinois ~en£Fal Railroad 
Company to 1870,p.40. 
~-----------------------------------------------------------~-0_• ______ , 
The cost of' building the best railroad in the west and 
the longest in the country was $261 568 1 017,61 or about 
$37,000 per mile. O:f this amount approximately $21,000,000 
21 
was expended on roadway,buildings and materials. 
With the o~letion of' the roadbed and buildings,the 
company turned its nttention toward its rolling stock and 
traf'f'ic. Since the main of'~ice was in New York the direct · 
management o:f affairs was in the hands o:f the local 
superintendent. This important position was well execnted,in 
1856,by George B. McOlellan,later Oomman4er in Chie~ of' the 
22 
Federal Armies during the CiTil War. At f'irst mixed trains 
23 
were run at an average or f'iTe per day in each direction, but 
in 1870,with an increase in traf'fic,the mixed trains were 
taken o:r:r. Suburban serTioe had been started out of' Chicago 
some time· before with regular trains to Hyde Park and 
24 
Kensin~ton. In 1856 the Adams Express Oompan,- was given a 
25 
monopoly of the express business. 
The Illinois Central Railroad Compan,- was just gettin~ 
' 
organ:tzed and beginning to extemt. its business ,when all 
progress was arrested by the panic of 1857. A sCTere «rougbt 
during the following ,-ear augmented critical conditions, a 
set-bael~ which was not oTereome until the heaTY traffic of' the 
Civil War put the railroad on a sure rinancial basis. 
---------------~-.--
21. ~tal Report- 1855-1857. 
22. Aokennan,w.K.- Historical Sketch of' the I.o.RR.,p.43. 
23. Annual Report- 1858. 
24. Annual Report- 1856. 
25. Ibid. 
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During the years or the war the Illinois central was 
utterly unable to handle the trarf"ic of" the vicinity. The 
route hacl been built nmning north and south consequently 
tile road was indispensable to the govermnent in carrying 
men and supplies to the war inf"ested areas. One or the 
conditions or the charter bad been that the road remain f"ree 
to the United States government,but a later agreement was 
made in which the govermnent agreed to pay th:J..rty-three and 
one-third percent of' the regular rate ~o cover·the cost of" 
26 
using the Illinois Central equipment. 
This prosperity or the railroad compan7 did not end 
ri th the war. The developr.1ent or mam.tf'acturing in the east 
created a tremend.}llous demand f'or middle western products 
and since the Illinois Central was the only existing railnoad 
in the middle west,it was used as much f'or west to east 
tra:ff'ic with Clrl.cago as the chief' terminus as it was :for 
27 
north and south traffic. 
The construction of' the Illinois Central had been an 
incentive to other railroad projects so that by 1870 there 
28 
were 4,708 miles of' track in Illinois. So well provided was 
the state with railroads that af'ter the panic of' 1873 new 
railroacl construction was almost suspended. As a matter of' 
:f'act,the panic and the resulting &epression had been caused~ 
over~inv:estment in railroads and other f'onns of' f"ixed capital. 
26. Annual Report- 1862-1865. 
27. Annual Report- 1869. 
28. American Journal,43; p.s. 
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f1'ben in 1866 another period of railroad expansion began in 
•hich Illinois had no share. Railroads were constructed in 
the new west of the.Missouri river. Illinois was confronted 
bY a far different situ~tion,when fifteen railroad companies 
29 
went into receivership. These companies were later bought up 
by the larger railroads and in this manner the Illinois 
central acquired new lines. By 1917 the railroad had increased 
its mileage by construction,purohase,and lease to 4,825 miles, 
half of which were by stock ownership and halr by outright 
30 
purchase. 
The secon~ phase of the development of the land grant 
together· with th.at of the state of Illinois was the sal¢ of 
land to tarmers and settlers. To systematize the selling of 
its lands the railroad company organized a land department. 
This department divided the grant into districts, then engineers 
were sent out to ascertain the quality of ·soil,whetber timbered 
or prairie,and proximity to water. Only after this information 
had been·obtained was the land thrown upon the market. Except 
for 107,617 acres which were conveyecl to preemption claimants, 
who after having proven their claim could purchase the land 
~~ ~wo and a half dollars an acre,sales were very slow. The 
country was new and quite a distance away from centers of 
population. Local purchasers bad very little money for buying 
--··-------- ------------------·-------
29. Railway Age,15; p.s. 
30. Annual.Report- 1917. 
31. Annual Report- 18561 1857. 
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1anc1. To st.imulate buying, the Il,linois central undertook an 
e:xtensi ve advertising campaign, both in t~1e United States and 
~ ' in Europe. Rantoul issued an interesting pamphlet entitled; 
32 
•Letter on the Value o:f Public Land.s in Illinois". In this 
pamphlet he considered the comparative value o:f the lands in 
Illinois lfi. th those in other S'tates"•' 'ue ventured to predict 
the ra1lidi ty ot· settlement and estimated the returns which 
could be.expeeted rrom an investment in the lands of the 
Illinois·central railtroad. 
The railroad company sent special agents to varioue 
Ettropean countries,printed pamphlets in di:f~erent languages, 
and proposed other inducements, all with the purpose of' attracti 
33 
settlers to Illinois. For a time these attractive inducements 
were scarcely heeded but later they began to produce results. 
Honorable Lawrence Heyworth of Liverpool visited Illinois in 
1856. He was so impressed with the f'uture value or the land 
that he purchased over a million dollars worth o:f real 
34 . 
estate. 
Heyworth wa.s not the only one to speculate in Illinois 
lands. The construction o:f a railroad in potentially rich 
areas attracted nuraerous speculators. Residents, towns, and 
even whole counties Tell victims to local promoters. The 
Graduate Act o:f 1854 prortded that lands which had been on 
32. 
33. 
Pamphlet in Newberry Library,Clrlcago,Illinois. 
The Illinois Central Railroad Company o:f:fers Tor sale over 
2,000,000 acres o:f selected f'arming and wood lands,1856. 
A Guide to the Illinois Central Railroad Lands,1861. 
lfright,J .s.- Proposition to Chicago Railroad Capitalists. 
Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch of" the I.c.Rn.,p.75. 
29. ~ 
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the market :f'rom ten to :fit"teen years should be sold f"or a 
dollar an acre,:f'rom :fi:fteen to twenty years for seventy-rive 
cents and acre. A gradual reduction was made with twenty-five 
cents :for every :f'ive years. Land on the market :for thirty or 
35 
more years was sold ·:ror twelve and a half' cents an acre. 
This act induced not only Eurppeans and Easterners to come 
and settle in the pioneer states but it also attracted 
heavier speculation. By 1856 practically all the government 
land adjacent to the Illinois Central route,amounting to 
36 
nearly 3,000,000 acres,had been sold. It is reasonable to 
suppose that most of" it went into the bands o:f speculators, 
considering the rapidity with which it was snatched up a:f'ter 
the passge o:f the Illinois,ltississippi,and Alabama Land Grant 
and the Graduate Act. 
Three types o:f speculators may be distinguished. The 
f'irst and most numerous were the small farmers who purchased 
37 
more land than they could utilize :for many years. In the 
second group were the bttsiness and prof"essional men and 
politicians,who invested heaTily in land. The holdings o:f' 
the politician very o:f'ten motivated the execution of' his 
public o:f'f'ice. A third class was composed of" the prof"essional 
speculators. These men organized companies,advertised their 
lands,maintained lo~al agencies,and o:f'ten became competitors 
35. Donaldson,T.- The Public Domain. 
36. Annual Report- 1856. 
37. Annual Reports- 1859,1860 sbow that f'armers were :forced to 
cancel purchases o:f land through inability to.meet the 
payments f'or large tracts of' land. 
~ ~u. 
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of such large lancl owners as the Illinois central. 
These speculators were both a boon and a disadvantage 
to the development of the state. In the case of the politician 
bis investments were beneficial to the state in so far as 
they induced federal aid in various local projects. The case 
of Stephen Douglas and John Wentworth are examples o:f tlrl.s, 
38 
both of whom were heavy investors in Chicago real estate. 
But on the whole,the holdings of the political speculator had 
a retrograding effect upon the development of Illinois. The 
politician could not advertise his lands ror sale. As taxes 
mounted he eventually disgorged them upon the market,causing 
a general depreciation in real estate values. 
The case of' the professional speculator was somewhat 
dift•erent. He made the selling of land an et•ficient business, 
since he had to compete with the railroad company which paid 
no taxes.Until he had secured title to his land the purchaser 
of railroad lands bad to pay no taxes. Such was not the case 
of the other purchaser. He not only had to pay a higher price 
for land but also received a tax bill,the first year of 
purchase. But since the prices of the professional speculator 
were high the more substantial :foreign buyers were attracted, 
thus bringing into the state a higher class of farmers. 
One of the lea<ling speculators or the third type was 
39 
Solomon Sturg:i.s,who held 100,00 acres of Illinois land. 
38. Cf. Chapter VI. 
39. Batman,s.- Historical Encyclopaedia of Illinois,v.II,p.511. 
r;:,o ther was the Illinois Land Company,wldch at one time 
40 
offered for sale 30,000 acres or Illinois lands. 
Speculators played an important role in the development 
o£ Illinois. They preceded the settlers,purchased the choice 
locations an4 then sought to turn inmd.grants to their section. 
The speculators were foremost in advocating improvetaents and 
executed a strong in:t•luence in securing them. Their 
advertisements attracted settlers to the state. 
Their activities were also a detr:l.:ctent to the growth 
of the state. Dy holding the best lands at high pr:l.ces,the 
speculator :rorced the imnrigrants,who at that time were not 
very well provided with money,to move :rarther west,tlms 
retarding the developmeilt o:r the state. The speculator o:rten 
played a shady part in politics. Bribery and collusion were 
rrequently used to obta:l.n legislation :favorable to him at 
' the expense o:r others. 'l'o the speculator may be attributed 
the failure o:f the ,I hternal..t.mprovement plan of 1837, a :ract 
which greatly retarded the development o:f the state. 
What has been said about ·the professional speculatGl" 
apy)lies in general,to the activities or the Illinois Central 
~~nd Department. The Illinois Central was nothing more than 
a lancl-selling company. Ideas used by the Land Department were 
orten employed by rival companies. 
After a considerat:lon of' this wholesale buying and 
40. Pampluet- Illinois Land Company ot.rers for sale 30,000 
acres of land etc.,1855. 
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selling o:f land,corne the sale to the soall :farmers. A similar 
method o:f sale was emplo~Yed in nearly every ease. It was not 
unlilce the procedure used today in the sale o:f subt.trban lots. 
An agent o:f the company would take out a trainload o:f 
prospective customers to inspect the land. A.:fter a selection 
had been made,the transaction would be completed at the 
41 
local agency. The average tract bought was :from eipty to 
one hundred and sixty acres,and the range o:f price was very 
rtde. Lands adjoining town sites or in close proxim:l. ty Q:f the 
road were priced higher and on shorter credit. Best :farming 
lands could be purchased at six to twenty-five dollars an 
acre. The f'irst year's interest o:f six percent had to be 
paid at the time of' purehase,while the payments on the 
principal began only :four years a:f"ter purchase and extended 
through the next :rour years. Tbe contract also stipulated 
that one-tenth o:f the tract purchased had to be cultivated 
42 
and :fenced. 
As we have seen,the first foreign ir.mligrants to Illinois 
came :from Ireland and Germany. Attracted by the opportunity 
which the construction of' the r~ilroac1 o:r:rerec1, they eventually 
settled in Illinois. The Irish came :first,an,industrious but 
turbulent lot, causing dissensi.on between employer and 
em11loyee. As a consequence the Illinois Central tried to 
secure men with f'a.milies. The Germans,who came later,were 
~~··-----
41. Andreas,A.T.- History of' Chicago,v.I,p.177. 
42. Foster,J.s.- A Gui'Cle 'toT.lie-nl.T'nois Central Lands. 
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a more docile people. 
These early immigrants settled in the northern counties, 
being :from northe_rn regions they sought land With a moderate 
sur:n:ter climate. Another reason was the hostility o:r the old 
southerners toward the Yankee and the :foreigner. Inhabitants 
of the southern counties,a very hom~geneous group,segresated 
themselves :from the rest o:f the state. To bring a closer 
unity and harmony between tlie two separated portions or the 
state,was one of the reasons why Douglas had :favored a central 
railroad. A third reason for the trend o:f population in the 
northern counties was the unsuitableness or the southern 
lands :for the raising of' wheat,the most renn.tnerative staple 
of the state. Finally,the Illinois Central gave small 
43 
encouragement toward settlements in the southern counties. 
Inmrl.gration into the southern counties began during 
the Civil Vlar,the Illinois Central railroad becoming a 
refuge ror southern :fugatives and negroes. Although these 
people cwne generally in a destitute condition and were not 
the best ot• settlers,yet they were customers :for the southern 
44 
lands. 
The negroes were an element which the state :feom its 
very beginning refUsed to welcome. A constitutional convention 
held in 1862 had declared by a large majority vote against 
negro inmngrants,but during the Civil War under :federal 
-----·--·----------..- ---···--_______ _,_, ____ _ 
_ ___ ., ____ ........__ 
43. Early Advertisements or the I.C.RR.co. 
4-4. Cole,A.c.- The Era o:f the_ ,P?-~_l_1Y~,ch.I ancl XIV. 
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cane into the state as "contrabancl". Any 
Union lines was given the status or a 
45 
contraband and his master's claim declared rorf"eited. Froo 
that time on,large bands or negroes began to f1lter into the 
state,the Illinois Central railroad carrying from one to rour 
carloacls of blacks daily. Many Republicans \feleomed these 
people while the Democrats took the opposite stand. Such a 
riepublican policy led to the party's dereat in 1862,a f"act 
showing that the state was opposed to admitting negro 
inhabitants. In 1865 the repeal or the black laws provided an 
open door f"or negro immigrants into Illinois. They were 
distributed throughout the state by the Northern Freedman's 
Aid Commission. lVi th these changes negro opposition in 
Illinois began to wane,although race riots sprang up here and 
46 
there at regular intervals. 
During the same clecade European inmtl.gration,wbich had 
nearly ceased prior te the Civil War,became greater than ever. 
SlmaSP every f"oreign element received an increase in 
47 
population. Tll:is new :inf'lux or settlers into the state must 
be attributed to a great extent to the efforts or the Illinois 
Central Railroad Company. The cha~ter specified that the 
railroad sell all its lands within a per.Lod 0~ ten years. 
Theref"ore President Osborn saw that ext~ •easures must be 
taken to increase sales. He int11oduced many new ideas,the 
--.-...----.....--------··-----------~- ---
45. Ibid.,p.33o-3as. 
46. Ibid. 
47. Ibid. 
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most noteworthy or which was securing agents of dir.ferent 
nationalities to work among tkeir own people. In spite of all 
the Land Department could do the railroad :failed to f'ulf'il 
this requisite anc1 in 1874 the state brought suit against the 
Illinois Central railroad to compel i~ to sell the residue of" 
its land. The case was brought bef'ore the Supreme Court which 
through Ohier Justice Breese ruled in :fAvor of the railroad 
48 
company. 
The Land Department made sure that the attractions of" 
soil,climate, the natural resources of' the state,relief" :from 
heavy taxation,and proximity to transportation :facilities 
49 
were brought to the attention of the emigrants. It aided the 
state in preparing its e~1ibits :for the International 
Exposition at Paris in 1867. To induce Scandinavians to 
settle on Illinois Central land the railroad offered 1,000 
acres of" its land at a price reduced from twelTe to six 
dollars per acre,f'or the purpose o:f securing the site of" 
Augustana Luthern College on this land. A location in the 
vicinity of' Paxton was finally selected and the college 
50 
erected. In 1870 the Swedish population of Illinois rmmbered 
51. 
36,000,with centers at Rockf"ord,and Paxton. Norwegian 
emigrants generally passed through Illinois to settle in 
Wisconsin,Iowa,and ltlnnesota,but some came to Illinois and 
52 
stopped in the vicinity of" Chicago and Ottowa. 
48. 
49. 
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German immigrants came from the northern part or 
Germany. They unlike the early Germans settled in the towns, 
cairo and La Salle receivin~ the greatest numbers. Later 
53 
these immigrants became leaders in industry. 
Over 70, 000 Germans, a3, 000 Scandinavians, ancl 32,000 
54 
Irish settled in Illinois during the sixties. There were 
also a number or Cmladians,Poles,and Italians not to mention 
the vast throngs coming :froM the various states,causinr; an 
increase in J>Opulation o:f t"orty-eight percent, in spite o:f the 
fact that many men le:ft to :fight in the armies. 
Illinois felt the march or the western migrations. 
The state lay directly in the path or the western pioneer and 
although many o:f the emgrants :found Illinois the goal or 
their ambitions,many more passed on to take up habitation in 
the far west. These took with them not a f'ew of' the old 
settlers o:f the state. The Homestead Act of' 1862 which was 
so benef'icial in populating the tar west not only greatly 
decreased i~gration into Illinois but it also drew many 
settlers to lands across the Hississippi. 
At the close o:f the Civil W'ar the Illinois Central 
had completed its task or aiding the settlement of Illinois. 
During the period between 1855 ahcl 1857 over one-third of the 
lancl r;rant had been disposed of'. For this land the Illinois 
Central received an average or $12.10 per acre,the total sale 
53. Ibid.,p.338~340. 
54. Census of' 1860-1870. 
5o. Annual Reports- 1856,18561 1857. 
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a.oounting to 1,200,932 acres :ror $15,311,440. By tbe close 
or the sixties there remained approximately 450,000 acres of' 
unsold Illinois Central land,o:r the poorer sort and situated 
56 
in southern Illinois. At the close or the year o:f 1873 the 
co~apany had redeemed all o:f its original $17,000,000 in bonds 
57 
with money received in payment :ror land. 
By 1890 the colonizing activities of the Illinois 
centr-al harl entirely ceased. There remained tn its possession 
58 
135,000 acres or :f"arm land and 338 town lots. Even tlten the 
company was making every e:f"fort to dispose of' this land as 
it required much care and attention. Records show that on 
June 30,1930 the Illinois Central owned only 9,774 acres ot• 
land value(l at $4,876,369,on the basis of' adjacent land 
values,the most valuable property being 320 acres in the 
59 
vicinity of" the Calumet manuf'acturing district,south of" Chicago 
On JUne 30,1910 the Illinois Central Railroad Company 
issued a tentative valuation report on its land receipts. 
For 2, 588,832 acres it had received ~26, 699,379 •· The expense 
wlti.ch accrued in sellint; :this lanc:l was estir.1ated to be 
$2,508,143. Thus the Illinois Central received an average or 
60 
$8.96 an acre for the land granted to it by the Act of' 1851. 
In return f'or such a monitary bene:rit the railroad in 
years between 1854 and 1900 had made between 40,000 and 
61 45,000 individual sales. This figure alone means a great deal 
~7. Foster,J.s.- A Guide to the Illi~ois central Lands. 
58 • .Annual neport- l89l. -
59. Corliss,C.J.- Land Grants to Railroads. 
r.o. Ibid. 
rrin shoTiint; the importance of' the Illinois central railroad 
~~ in colonizing Illinois. The inmti..uation acti Ti ties of" the 
company had brought f"rom f"orty to f"orty-five thousand f"amilies 
to the state f"rom all parts of' the world; canada,Great Britain, 
Gernany,Sweclen,and other European cou.nt:ties. Such an increase 
in population had intangible and umneasureable ef"rects, 
maldng possible a rapid expansion in agriculture and industry. 
The Illinois Central helped to make Chicago what it is today, 
the worlds greatest inland city. It lleiped make Illinois the 
third state in population and wealth. in the United States. 
Wild and desolate counties were transf'ormed into rich :farming 
and industrial areas by the iron horse. 
39. 
Chapter III 
Social Results 
The charter of' the Illinois Central railroad was a 
special one. It con:ferred valuable privileges,but in turn 
its donor received unusual benerits. The e~:fects or the grant 
were immediately :felt in every way- social,economic,financial, 
and political. A tremendous increase in population and its 
attendant effects was the most important result o~ the grant. 
In the decade of' the ~i~ties and sixties the population 
of Illinois increased more than that or any other state in the 
Union. The gain ~or the :t"irst ten years lras 860,481 and for 
I 1 
. 
the second ten years 827,940. The second :t"igure would have 
been mnch greater except :for the war. Illinois had at one 
2 
time as many as 60,000 men in the army. Such a gigan:tic 
. . 
increase in the m.naber or people carried with it i.mrumerable 
changes. Uninhabited sections or tile state received settlers, 
new towns and cities sprang np, villages be ca1:1e towns, and towns 
grew j:nto cities. Greater and more pronouncet1 was the 
transrormation in the counties through which the Illinois 
Central passed. These counties in 1850 contained 255,284 
iru1abitants. Ten years later these same :forty-nine counties 
3 
had a population or 814,891 people. 
1. Census- 1860,1870. 
2. Xbid. 
3. Andreas,A.J.- History of' Cook County,p.177. 
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Since the Illinois Oentral route had been chosen with 
the purpose o:r including as nmch publi.c land within the 
' fifteen ndle radius as possible,the tracks ran through the 
wildest and most sparcely settled parts o:f the state. The 
entire route o:f seTen hundred miles did not pasfi thro~gh ten 
towns large enough to be called such. But these areas were 
settled as soon as the railroad had made them accessible. 
~The rich soil was brought into cultivation and the mineral 
resources were open~l :for exploitation. Early travellers 
bad declared that the prairie could neTer be anything more 
than a desert but by 1870 it had become the ~ranary o:f America. 
During the Civil War the IllinoiK Central was taxed to its 
capacity in carrji.ng the grain o:f the prairie states. 
The years between 1849 and 1856 wrought a tremendous 
change in Illinois. Western ndgrations had attracted the 
restless pioneer element to lands across the Mississippi 
river,and Europeans and northern Yankees were comin& and 
settling in the northern and north central counties. In 1849 
· there were almost 15,000,000 acres or unsold government lands. 
5 
Eight years later there were but 294,149 acres lef"t~ O:f course 
nmch o:f this· ,land :found its way into the hands o:f speculators 
yet another large portion was sold to immigrants. 
In the southern counties the growth in population was 
slow. The lands o:f the Illinois Central had received $ettlers 
4• Map o:r the Illinois Central in Foster's Guide to the 
Illinois Central Lands. 
o. Pease, T. c.- "The s~ory-o:r Illinois 1 p .198. 
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nut with the outbreal~ of the Civil war tlds innnigration 
increased many times. ne:rugees came to live in Illinois 
bringing with ther:t their f'nrnilies and some came with their 
whole household. It was a simple matter f.or the Missouri. 
farmer to bring his f'a~ly and cattle across the river and 
purchase land f'rom the railroad. 
The central counties of' the state were devel~ped entire! 
through the instn.unentali ty of' the Illinois Centrai railroad. · 
. 
For many years the railroad was the only means of' transportatio 
f'or the inhabitants of these counties. One could travel :for 
miles without seeing any sign of' habitation,but slowly 
settlers began to cone in,f'irst taking up the better lands 
in the west central portions of' the state. Lands in the 
eastern parts were the last to be settled because they were 
s'\rampy and therefore less conducive to :farming • 
. Although the effects of' the railroad upon :f'ann life 
were not as pronounced as upon city life yet they ware great 
enough to revolutionize f'ar.m industby. Where :formerly the 
farmer grew just enough to proTide :for his own f'amily,now 
that connections with neighboring and eastern markets had 
been established he raised a capacity crop. With the money 
be, received f'or his .Produce he bought more land or improved 
his home,bis :rarm,and his impliments. 
The ~armer 'vas no longer selT-suTeicient. He produced 
grain :for the eastern states and,in turn,consumed marm:factured 
goods :f~om that part o:f the country. In other words,the 
Illinois :farmer became an important part in the economic, 
social,and political structure o:f the United States. 
The period immediately preceeding the Civil War was 
one o:f the several ~etbacks which the railroad received 
during the time o:r its inception. In principal and interest 
the company had collected $12,598,083 on the sale o:f its 
6 
land. Pro:fits :frow tra~~ic were increasing rapidl)",until the 
outbreak o~ the war cut all this o~ as i:f with an ax. With 
cessation of immigration :from Europe and the other states 
the demands :for lands stopped. Corn and wheat and :flour had 
become itlportant conEodities in the trade between the north 
.. 
and south and with a discontinuance o~ this trade prices 
began- to drop. To augment these dif:ficul~ies the bank issues 
in Illinois wlrlch were largely based on securities o:f the 
southern states became worthless with the declaration o:f 
7 
hostilities,thus causing a shortage o:f money in the state. 
All these circumstances combined to make it impossible :for 
the :farmer to continue pa~ent :for his land. 
To meet the difficulties the Illinois Central Railroad 
Colilpany took a very radical step. It agreed to accept the 
:farmers' corn, at Chicago market prices minus the transportation 
6. Annual Report- 1860. 
7. Ackerman,W.K.- Historical Sketch o:f the I.C.RR.,p.91. 
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charges,in payment or contracts. The crop that year had been 
very good and every :farmet'" was able to meet his payment. 
This act was very errectiTe in tiding over both the rarmer 
and the railroad company during the dark days or 1861. Oorn 
which had been accepted i_n payment t•or land was later sold by 
the railroad to the government_and in Europe at a large 
9 
profit. Such a gesture on the part or the railroad also aided 
in ereabing a spirit or good feeling between the railroad 
and its debtors. 
What produce the farmer did not give to the railroad 
company he was easily able to sell,the outbreak or the Oivil 
War having created a strong demand for farm produets,espeeially 
in those parts where the armies were fighting. All the grain 
that could be tJ;"ansported to the·di:rrerent centers found a 
ready market. consequently according to the 'law o:r supply and 
demand prices rose. At one time corn sold ror as high as 
10 
a dollar and fifty cents a bushel. Hay and oats were 
correspondingly bigh. 
lVi th this abundance. or products and the urmsually heavy 
demand the traffic became so great that the Illinois Central 
was unable to supply enough ears to taJ<:e care of' it. The 
loss or north and south trade was compenstaed by the demands 
or the :federal government ror trains to transport men and 
munitions. The Illinois Central was the only railroad which 
8. Ibid. 
9. In 1861 there was severe drought in several European 
countries. 
10, Annual Report- 1882. 
r 
could be used to carry supplies and soldiers to the western 
front. Consequently it remai.ned for a great majority of the 
time in the employ o~ the United States government. 
These were the days when the railroad company reaped a 
golden harvest. The years preceeding the war had been lean ones 
and many times the Illinois Central had been on the verge of 
11 
bankruptcy. Bow there was a deci4e4 change. So heaT,y had bean 
the demands upon the road during the war that after peace 
between the North and South had been declared the tracks were 
in an unsafe condition for traf'~c. 
The development.of agricultural communities stimulated 
the growth or towns. One of the most striking exampJes of the 
railroad's participation in the development of the state of 
Illinois was in the promotion of town sites. The mere erection 
of a railroad station was a sign of the ~eginning of a town. 
Stations 'vere built approximately every ten nti.les and towns 
sprang up like mushrooms all along the Illinois Central line. 
It was obvious that with .the construction of the road stations 
would become important as shipping and receiving points. 
Construction of a freight and passenger station 
innncdiately attracted small tradesmen and mechanics. These 
were followed by the small timber mills and shops. Then came 
the erection of grain eleva~ors and :factories. Thus a town 
would come into being. '1ith this industrial growth was 
11. Annual Reports. Ackerman,W.K.- Historical Sketch n£ the 
Illinois Central Railroad Compan7,P•91. 
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associated a social development,increase in population, 
extensive builcling,and the establishment or sehools,churches, 
and other institutions. 
TolVIl growth along the Illinois central route may be 
classi~ed into Tour parts. ETolution of old towns into cities; 
tlle ri.'Se oT new· towns; growth oT suburban centers; and an 
eventual decline of' many ot• the old totms in f'avor of' new ones. 
Prior to 1850 there were on the Chicago branch of the 
Illinois Central railroad four towns worthy oT the name: 
12 
Burbonnais,Spring Creek,Urbana,and Chicago. ·Twenty years later 
there had grown around the railroad stations twenty-eight 
towns and eities,ranging in population Trom 51 189 to less. 
14 
than a thousand. Chicago had a population oT 298 1 977. 
'The outstanding example o:f urban growth tfas Chicago. 
This city's rise had never been approached in world history~ 
In the.sixties Chicago nearly trippled in size with an 
increase of nearly two lmndred thousand people, about one-hlt.lf' 
15 
of which were f'oreign born. While business conditions in 
other cities were very di.sconraging,Cbicago kept on growing. 
Numerous buildings were erected and real estate speculation 
16 . 
exceeded all bounds. The westward migrations performed their 
share in aiding the development of this lalce metripolis. 
Chicago's hotels were always crowded. 1;~1e many of' the 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Gerhard,F.- Illinois as it is,1857. Table on p.417. 
Ibid. 
Seventh Census,1870. 
Ibid. Pease,T.c.- The stor{ oT Illinois,p.20l. 
Chicago Tribune,August 27, 866. Oole,A.C.- The Era o:f 
the Civil War,p.51. 
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end.grants moved o:n.:others decided to stop and take habitation 
in the city. Those who decided to stop innnediately began to 
participate in aiding the city' progress. Those who traveled 
farther west found Chicago a haven for procuring the necessary 
supplies for their journey and so through their purchases 
added to the prosperity of the city. 
By 1860 Chicago had already talcen the lead as a railroad 
center. Thirteen railways were co11nected with the city and 
17 
over a hundred trains entered it daily.. st. Louis had had 
·aspirations of becoming the center of middle western trade ana 
as long as the ~Idle west depended upon the water highways 
for their principal means of transportation,st. ~ouis held 
the lead. But rl th the coming of the railroads the metropolis 
of Missouri was gradually forced to relinquish the leadership 
to Chicago. 
Kankakee is the most striking example .of town growth. 
It began in 1852 and in two years boasted of a population of 
18 
1200 people. By 1858 the number had increased to 3500. 
Associated with th:is overnight growtll was the establishment 
of the various institutions wbich promote better and more 
progressive living. The old log cabin was gradually displaced 
by the frame structure,churches were built,primary and 
secondary schools opened up, and the standards of living tv ere 
improved through contact with new settlers,leading to better 
- ------·--·--··---- --~-----· 17. Review of the Co~nerce of Cldcago,31. 
18. Gerhard,F.- Illinois as i~ is~~8~7,Table on p.417. 
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.111ethods of' business as well as of' f'arndng. 
Another exanple of' town growth was Matoon,which sprang 
up at the junction of' the Illinois central and Terre Haute 
railroads. In four months the town of' Matoon stoo4 where 
19 
formerly not eTen a single settlers cabin could be :round. 
Within a 'few years schools and clmrches had been established, 
not to mention the numerous stores and hotels wlrlch existed. 
Similar changes occured eyerywhere along the Illinois 
central line. Small towns grew into cities and ,-illages 
becaoe towns. Dloornington had doubled its population by 1856. 
The new city already boasted of' ten clmrches,seventeen schools 
20 
and academies,seven mtlls,and eight :factories. Its streets 
were impassable th~aghout the day,being thronged with 
:fanners' teams,who had come to town bringing their produce 
for shipment. 
A very interesting ph.ase of' urban development by the 
central railroad is the growth of sumtrban or neighboring 
towns. One of these was West Urbana or Champaign as it was 
later called. West Urbana was established as a cocmunity 
adjoining the old town of' Urbana. At :first it was nothing 
more than a suburb,but because of' its more advantageous 
situation as a railroad center it soon surpassed the old 
tmvn in growth and size. Several years later it was 
21 iAoorporated as the city of Champaign. 
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The development of two or the suburbs or Chicago 
presents a difrerent picture or suburban growth. On Aray 20, 
1880 the factory or the Pullman car Company was built on 
land adjoining the Illinois Central tracks. The erection 
of such a large factory and the opportunities for securing 
employment att.racted many people so that in a short time the 
2~ 
town or Piilllman sprang up. Its progress was rapid but at no 
tiLie was there any danger that Pullman would succeed Chicago 
as a metropolis. 
Another suburb of! Chicago, which developed through the 
instrumentality of' the Illinois Central, \Vas Hyde, Park. In 
1856 the conmmni:'ty or Hyde Park laid out an addition and 
offered the lots for sale. To assist in this development the 
railroad company ran special suburban trains between Hyde . 
Park and Chicago and orrered liberal rates to visitors and 
23 
prospective customers. TTnlil~e Champaign,liyde Park today is 
part of Chicago's south side. 
By the sixties most or the new towns along the Illinois 
.Central route had reached their peak and began to decline. 
They had been brought into being to meet the needs of the 
:farmers o:f the vicinity :for trade centers and their expansion 
was limited. As the towns became more numerous they had to 
divide the trade of the Ticini t.Y and tlms began to decline. 
Today they are nothing more than shipping centers :for the 
neighboring :farmers. 
------·--------------------~--~------------------------------------22. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch o:f the I.c.nn.co.,p.sl. 
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Old'towns,whieh the railroad round,it helped to develop 
into cities. Most noteworthy were Peoria,Spring~ield,loliet, 
Quiney,and Cairo. Although not all contiguous to the route 
of the Illinois Central they were directly ar:reeted by the 
railroad. In the rorties these places 1vere only small trading 
centers with populations not exceeding several thousand. 
ny 1870 most of·them had over 20,000 inhabitants. 
The story or the growth uf' 'these new cities is somewhat 
dif:f"erent f'rom that of' the tmms. New towns were generally 
nothing nore than colonies or people speaking the same 
language and observing the s~e customs. Colonies or Frenchmen. 
were f'ound at Nauvoo,French Canadians at Kankakee. Swede and 
Norwegians settled at Paxton and Rockf'ord. Cities,on the other 
Iand,were f'ormed or an heterogeneous population. It was ~ery 
diffioulj :f'or the dignif"ied southerners o~ Cairo to associate 
and live in common with foreigners and •ew England Yankees. 
Decendents or the New England Puritans and Methodists dif"f'ered 
from the German and the Irish immigrant, especially in rel:lgious 
J'.. and political ideals •. Much discord arose between the various 
~ groups, a strildng e:xar.1ple being the observance of' the Sabbath. 
lfelv Englanders were absolutely opposed to the sale o:r 
intoxicants on Sunday,but the European considered them a 
24 
necessity in properly celebrating the holiday. Even the laws 
thenselves became obsolete. MUnicipal regulations which had 
been applicable to a small town were inappropriate in 
24. Cole,A.c.- The Era of' the Civil lYar,Ch.I,XV. 
Pease,T.c.- The Story of Illinoi~1 p.l98-204. 
governing a city of' many thousand. 
These towns sufrered most ~rom the lack or proper living 
conditions. Sewage and water systems were either entirely 
lacking or most insu:f'ficient. Board sidewalks and ~ddy roads 
were inadequate in serving as streets ror the citizen~s use 
in going about his daily business. An editorial in the 
SprinJl~eld Journal ironically describes the wretched condition 
- 25 
o:f its streets; 
f•They. (hogs) amnse themselTes by digging holes in the gutters 
some of them at the cormers or the streets-some several 
~eet deep- the one at the corner near the State House is 
probably three :f"eet deep- into these they collect all the 
moisture o~ the neighborhood and stir up a most beantirDl 
batter." 
The railroads themselves produced a most ditricult 
problem. Not every community could be reached by the Illinois 
Central. Those portions of' the state through which the Central 
railroad passed were prospering by leaps and bounds and other 
counties seeing these :fa:v:urable effects began to clamor ~or 
similar :f'acilities. Persons,towns,and even whole counties 
were willing to cooperate in any railway construction scheme. 
Lands were donated and money loaned :f'or railroad building, 
especially during the time of' th~tax grab•act o~ •869. 
Tlrls act permitted counties to deduct fUnds ~rom the increased 
r-evenue derived :f"rom a rise in the price of' land,and with this 
26 
money subsidize railroads. SUch an act did nothing more than 
-------------------------~-----------------------------------25. Sprintfield Journal,September 7,1853. 
Pease,T.c.- The Story _o.!_]llinois,p.203. 
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become an inducement ror much aimless specul·ation. E:i.ghty-six 
counties in Illinois subscribed $16,088,027 ~or railroad 
27 
construction. As a consequence during the year 1871 more 
railroads were built in Illinois than at any other time,over 
28 
1,190 miles o~ tracks being laid. The state be~ame so 
covered with a net work o~ rails that scarcely any part or it 
was twenty miles from a railroad. In ~act eigl1ty-five percent 
29 
of the land was within ~our miles o~ one. 
Such wild constntction was entirely unnecessary. Tracks 
were laid in places where they were not required by the 
business o:f the cor.mnmi ty. Specula tors tald.ng advantage o~ 
the easily obtainable ~inancial a~d,o~ten built roads with 
no intention or pperating them but in the hope o~ selling out 
at a profit. Such proceedings eventually proved 4etremental 
to the state. Other railroad companies which actually operated 
their roads took advantage o~ the~people through the 
manipulation o:f rates and in discr~nation between long and 
short haul. Towns and counties which owned a minority share 
of the stock were powerless to prevent shady dealings. 
To make matters worse the act or 1869 was;in 1874, 
30 
declared unconstitutional. Tlms the burden o:f the subscribed 
bonds o:f the various localities had to be borne by the 
counties who had issued them. 
26, 
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Development o:f the terr:ltory tributary to the Illinois 
oentral'was not conrined to material things. With the growth 
or towns and f'arns was associated an immaterial or spiritual 
grOlvth. Churches,schools,colleges,and other instlitutions 
sprang up to meet the demands o:r an increasing population. 
uost striking examples of" the Central railroad's participation 
along these lines were in the f'ield of' eduction. This aid 
was not given with the pri~ary object of' improving the mental 
and social calabre or the people. By making small concessions 
of land and railroad racilities to this and that locality 
the railroad company expested a large rinancial and trarric 
recompense. 
In 1868 the question of' a state university arose in the 
legislature. At the time,the Illinois Central had nearly 80,000 
acres o:f unsold land in the vicinity or Champaign County. 
The railroad con~any realized that the establishment of' the 
state university in that locality would be a big boon to its 
lands,and therefore as an inducement it of':fered $50,000 in 
freight transportation for the purpose of' securi.ng the 
31 
university oa railroad land. Atter mnch dickering the locality 
at Champair;n was chosen. 
The State Normal College was also located on Illinois 
32 
Central land near Bloomington. As we have seen1the railroad 
COI_npany had induced the Swedes to establish Augustana College 
31. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch of' the I.C.RI!,.,p.s4. 
32. Durnft,am,J .u.- Early tiafs- at Hormai. 
r: upon Illinois central land near Paxton, In 1875 r 1 33 
53. 
this college 
t ~as moved to Rock Island. 
,, 
lThen considering the social advantage and disadvantage 
which the people o:r the state derived :from the coming of the 
Illinois Central,it would be well to take into account the 
e:f"fect or the railroad upon the indi.Tidual man as to rates, 
service,com:fort in travel,and so :forth. 
The service given by the railroads varied. People learned 
to use the railroad as soon as it was built and early in 1853 
stage lines were :forced to discontinue their business. The 
:following year coal burning locomotiTes took the place o:r 
wood-burners. This change promoted :raster and more eomf'ortable 
34 
travel. Passengers were no longer put to the inconvenience 
of long waiting at regular intervals while the train took on 
wood ~or its engine. The abandonment o:r the wood-buring 
locomotives also removed the disagreeableness and danger of' 
smoke :filled cars and :flying cinders. 
When the Pullman Palace-oar was :f'irst put upon the 
Illinois Central tracks in 1878 the railroad company :reared 
that passengers would :f'ail to appreciate tins improvement in 
_ tra'f'elling comfort. Sleeping cars had been used by the railroad 
:for the last tw~nty years but the Pullman surpassed everything 
in travelling comt·ort. But the company's fears were unfounded 
:for the Pullman,although its rates were bigher,became popular 
-----------·--·-"---··-·---------
33. Olson,E.- History o:r the Slred~s in Illinois,p.508-513. 
34. Annual Report- 1854. 
r~ ,v·ze soon as it was introduced.35 
Speed in; travel was another important development. Today '. 
' 
' 
an average of thirty Diiles an hour is slow travel -but in 
the f'i:fties and sixti.es,when a traveller had been accustomecl 
to spending three ··dJJ.ys and nights in a Finlc and Conpany stage, 
j 
;riding :from Chicago to Springfield thirty miles per hour .was 
36 
extrenely fast travel. 
The railroads also iuproved the tmil service of' the state. 
In 1850 there lterc 861 post of'fices in Illinois,very :few o:r · 
37 
li"Irlch enjoyed daily nail service. Delays were caused by 
ir.1passable roncls,washed out bridges,and brol,en down stages.The 
establishnent o:f water mail-routes renoved t1any o:r these causes 
of delay but the railroads made possible the proopt delivery 
of' rJail. Letters from Cb1cago to New Orleans could be delivered 
38 
in three days \then :fornerly it had taken as long as three weeks. 
As the railroa(ls improved their service they extractecl 
increased toll in the :rorrn of' rates and charges. In the 
beginning rates were very reasonable and while varying 
according to circunstances,the maximum charge did not exceed 
as 
three ce~nts per nile. When the Civil ll"ar shut o:r:r the 
i.Iississippi river competition the railroads began to raise 
their rates. L'ventually the canals fell into disuse and the 
railroads deprived o;f this second :foru of' coLlpetition and 
Ac1:crtaan, rr .K.- Historical Sketch of' the I .c.nn., p.111 
Alton Carricr,Jm1e ~,1853 states that a trip from Chicago 
to Springfield was 1aade in twelve hours. 
Cole,A.C.- The Era or the Civil r:ar,p.40 
~----------.1 
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encouraged by an increase in !'reight and passenger tra:r.N..c, 
raisecl their charges still h:i.gher. 
In 1865 the crisis came. Farmers could not pay a charge 
of twenty-five cents :for hauling a bushel o:f wheat fl'om 
40 
wenona to Chicago. They preferred to use the old and slower 
routes,thereby encouraging the reopening o:f the Mississippi 
and other water highways. Finally the state govermnent toolc 
action with the passage o:f a series or-Granger Laws". These 
acts established a maximum charge per mile and abolished 
41 
discrimination between the long anti short haul. 
Foreign elements which had been induced to come and 
live in Illinois were not a hundred percent boon to the 
welfare of the state. Foreign laborers were unwelcome to the 
old settlers,especially in the south. Railroad e~~loyees 
very o:ften :found it hard to adapt themselves to the social 
li:fe of' the coi!llllttnity,langnage being th~ chief barrier. 
Neither could the German,Irishman,Swede,or any other European 
understand the American political systmn. He brought with 
him his own ideas of government and tried to foist them upon 
42 
the early settlers. I~grants from Europe were the Tirst 
to introduee trade unions. A great majority or the late 
comers,~particularly the Germans,were skilled workmen and 
through the unions sought to share the profits of industry. 
----
40. Ibid. Distance between Chicago and lVenona is about 125 miles 
41. American Railroad Journal,44:480. 
42. Examples of Connm.Inistic propaganda in the newspapers of 
the day,e.g. Chicago Tribune,August 22,1877; 
ilarch 24,1879. 
~As early as tile 
a.n agricultural 
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seventies Illinois had begun to change ~rom 
to an industrial state and these skilled 
roreigners we~e in great deoand. With this expansion o:r 
manuf"acturing, frequent con:rlicts arose bet\veen employer and 
eoployee over wages and working hours. The ~actory workers 
sought to protect themselTes through organization and in 1877 
a group of craft unions joined forces. This organization in 
43 
time beoane known as the Chicago Federation of Labor. 
All growing labor agitation and discord culiminated 
with the Haymarket riot in Chicago. On 1\Iay 3,1886 a olasb 
occured between striJcers and workers at the HcOormick Reaper 
l'Torlcs, one ot• the strikers being Jd.lled. a.ncl a number o:r people 
injured. As a result August Spies,editor of a labor paper-
the Arbiter Z~!_tu~ antl leader at the McCormick meet!~g called 
the people together that eTening at Haymarket Square. During 
the meeting one o:r the speakers was aocostecl by the police 
and the listeners were ordered to disperse. As Captain Ward 
of the police was still speaki.ng a bomb lmrlcd by some 
unidentified person landed in the ranks o:r the policemen 
killing one of their number. During the ensuing havoc six 
45 
other persons were mortally injured. Although no one could be 
proven as having been directly connected with the act,eigbt 
or the leaders were arrested and a:rter being tried were 
sentenced to hanging on the opinl.on that their utterances 
43. Chicago Tr.lbune,December 2,1877. 
. 44. Zeisler,s.- The Anarchist case,p.9. Zeisler was attorney 
~-45_. __ I_b_i_d_._p_.1_4 __ • ____________________________________________ ~ 
o·r • 
were su~h as to lead to yiolence. Four o:r the accused were 
bung,one conmdttcd suicide in his cell,and the other three 
46 
had their sentences connni tee; to lif"e imprJ.sonment. In 1893 
47 
these three were pardoned by Governor Altgeld. The bomb 
bUrled during the Haymarket meeting did more tham brealc up the 
anarchist gathering,it broke the strikes which were spreading 
through the stu.te. 
Twenty years a:rter the f"irst iron-horse crossed the 
Illinois prairie a aomplete trans:rormation had taken place in 
the. state. Illinois was no'longer composed o:r two homogeneous 
groups separated by the vast wilderness or the central 
counties. One-fi:tth o:r the population now lived there and their 
48 
products :rorrned one-:rourth ot• those raised in the state. 
Prospering :rarms,towns,and cities l1ad taken the place o:r the 
pioneer cabin and the lone prairie. There were on the Illinois 
Central route nearly a lmndred tow·ns and Tillages with 
! 
' populations varying :rrom 200 to 12,000. The counties contiguous 
49 
to the roacl already embraced over 600 1 000 people. 
The construction o:r the Illinois Central railroad had 
been such an incentive to :tul'•ther railroad building that 
whole counties had gone bankrupt because o:r wild railway 
speculation. The panic o:r 1873 and the one or 1893,which 
had been brought about by over investment in railroads as 
46. Gary,J.- The Chica,..~o .Anarchists o:r 1886. The Century 
Hagazine, T .!IN, No.3 ,-April, 189a. Judge Gary presided at 
the trial. 
47. Ibid. 
48. Drownson,H.G.- History o:r the I.C.Rn.Co.,p.159. 
49. Foster,J.S.- A guide to the Illinois central Lands. 
11ell as other things,taught the people a lesson. All later 
construction of railroads was conrined to providing feeders 
50 
and branches for the lines already existing. 
In shor.t the coming of the railroads turned the 
attention of the state of Illinois from little things. It 
made the pioneer state an important cog in the machinery or 
the tJni tecl States. 
50. Report or the Railroad and Warehouse Comnission,1898. 
Bogart and Mathews- The Modern Commonwealth; T.V.p.119. 
of the Centennial History of Illinois. The five Tolumes 
or the Centennial IIistory of Illinois is the best and 
most comprehensiTe work on Illinois. 
Ll------
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Chapter IV 
Economic Results 
According to its charter the,Illinois Cen~ral railroad 
,. was to pay into the statetr~as~ seven percent o:r its gross 
earnings,which to date has averaged to over a million dollars 
annbally. nut the construction of' the Central railr<>ad meant 
i ' 
more to Illinois than the payment of' this money. There were 
inestimable economic benefits which the state derived :rrom 
the land grant. The tremendous increase in population cannot 
be ignored when the economic phase of' the development o:r 
Illinois by the Illinois Central:r.ailroad is considered. 
Large tracts of' land were made ayailable f'or agricultural 
ptrposes making Illinois the ubief' wheat and corn producing 
1 
state in the Union. The Illinois Central also aided the growth 
~ f· of' towns and manuf'acturing, which eventually transformed the 
state f'rom an agricultural to an industrial community. 
The total acreage of' the state is about 35,459 1 200. 
In 1850 there were approximately 11,449,471 acres o:r unsold 
land in Illinois,so when the land grant was ~ade one-third of' 
the state was still public domain. By 1880 six-sevenths o:r 
the total acreage was private property,wlrlle the proportion 
o:f improved land rose :from three-:fourths in 1870 to over 
1. Tiidwell and Falconer-History o:r Agriculture in Northern 
Unitecl States,1620-186o. Bogart and Thompson- The tridustrial 
State~p.217-:!46. 
2. fiantoul Pamphlet- Letter on the Value o:f Public Lands 
in Illinois. 
r vve 
four-f"i:fths of the total area in 18901 tbere remained only 
small sections of unimprDTed land; a portion in the Ticinity 
of southern.Illinois,where the territory was heaTily timbered • 
.Another larger portion lay in the eastern counties,the ground 
there being too swru.J.PY :for f'arm:lng. 
M"ter helping to build up rural and urban communities 
the Illinois Central continued to sene them in various ways, 
thus aiding them to pro~per and nn.tl tiply. The railroad 
connected the upper hlississippi with the Great Lakes,establishing 
transportation routes f'rom north to south. lYith Chicago as the 
center connnunication between the east,middle west,ancl the 
soutlnvest \Vas created. AI. though these connections helped the 
whole country the people of' Illinois and more particularly of 
Chicago prof'ited most. 
Beside establishing routes of' trade the Illinois Central 
made accessible the rich land o:r the state f'or settlement. 
1'he prairie soil as well as the nd.neral resources ot" the state 
were opened for exploitation. When Colonel Mason and his 
grolilp of surve,-ors inspected the Illinois Central lands,they 
:found mos~ of the territory unsettled and its resources 
untouched. Twenty years later an entirely di:frerent picture 
greeted the traTeller on the Illinois Central line. 
General statements made concerning the social development 
of' Illinoi.s by the land grant railroad may be repeated when 
considering the state's economic progress. The central 
railroad was a notable force in reTolutionizing econocic 
61. 
practices ·in the state. It was a remarkable stimulus to the 
whole field o~ agricul.ture, bringing in nen· :farmers whose 
demands ~or :farms raised the value of' land. When a means of' 
getting stock and grain to market was prortded,f'armers were 
able to l7ork their :farms to capacity, becomi.ng an integral paDt 
of the connnonwealth,not a sel:r-sur:ricient pioneer. The railroad 
introduced the practice of' horticulture in the state,mak~ng 
possible the raising of perishable fruits and vegetables by 
providing quick transportation and ready markets. By 
establishing better connnunication between :farmer and urban 
consu,inner,the railroad helped the :former obtain better returns 
for Iris pvoduce as well as lowering the price the latter had 
to pay :for :fartn products. Formerly this difference had gone 
to cover the high cost of' transportation. 
~1uch credit is due the Illinois central :for encouraging 
cultivation of :fruits and vegetables in the southern counties. 
When experimentation proved that certain localities o:r the 
state were admirably adapted to ~ruit and vegetable growing, 
the Illinois Central Company wasted no time in bringing this 
3 
fact before the people. Possessing large amounts o:f land in 
the southern counties the railroad sought to hasten their sale 
by appealing to persons interested in ~nti t growing ancl 
4 • 
tntck :farming. So great was the response to this appeal that 
the state was able to supply with f'resh f'rttit not only its 
3. Foster,J.S.- A Guide to the Illinois Central Lands,and 
~ other advertisements of' the railroad company. ~4, Ibid, 
r ~. .· .---~--------r 
. own people,but also the neighbori~ state~. 
To meet the necessities growing out o:f the CiTil war, 
the successfUl cultivation o:r Chinese sugar cane was begun. 
5 
In 1861 about 1,500,000 gallons o:f syrup were produced. 
When the price o:f cotton reached a dollar a pound due to 
strained relations between the Hor~h ana South,southern 
6 
Illinois attempted to raise that stapie. But the state could 
not compjete with the southern planters and a:rter the war the 
attempt was abandoned. 
As the state progressed so did the railroads. In years 
prior to the Civil '\'ar,with Cairo and Chicago as centers,the 
Illinois Central replaced uany of the principal routes o_f' 
travel. The upper Mississippi was no longer the main highway 
o:f southern trade. In 1859 over 35,000 bushels o:f grain and 
27,000 bushels or :flour and large quantities o:f bee:f and 
pork lert the Illinois central depot at Cairo on their wa-r 
7 
south. Production of molasses an4 sugar was giving rise to a 
8 
heayY whiskey trade. That year the Illinois Central raiJ:road 
shipped north :from Cairo 15,152 hogsheads o:r sugar and 
. 9 
6,686,560 pounds o:f cotton and wool. ot &liu:rse 'a'lt-tbis trade 
was shut o:f:f by the clash of arms bpt it was almost immediate! 
replaced by the heavy demands or the :federal goverr.m1ent for 
trains and the new east and west tra:f:fic. 
5. Ackerman, l'l.K.- Historical Sketch ot• the I .C .nn. ,p.92. 
6. Foster,J.s.- A Guine to the I.c.nn.Lands,rB61. 
7. Annual Reports- l859,186b. ----
s. Ibid. 
9. Ibid. 
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r Thi.s new prosperity led to expansion which :f'ound 
expression in many :tields,the development of' :f'arm machi.nery 
being the most pronounced • .Many improvements had been made but 
the tilling of' the soil was still a ·slow and burdensome 
operation. The Central railroad tried to :f'oster improvements 
along these lines by o:f':f'ering three thousand dollars as a 
10 
prize t•or the invention of" an improved plow. This of":f'er was 
made during the time or the International Exposition at Paris 
l 
and thounands o:r inventors participated. 
Due to several :f'aetors the demands :for timber during the 
sixties and seventies increased. One o:r the principal users ot 
lumber was the railroad,f'or the increase in track mileAge 
created a demand :for ties. Also the imcigrants,who were 
coming in,needed lumber :f'or building,f'encing,and repairing. 
To the :f'ruit and vegetable growers o:r the south the so:rt-wood 
forests o:r that district were an inexhaustable source of" 
supply. :for mald.ng boxes,baskets,and crates in which :frid.t 
and vegetables were shipped to market. 
Chicago in the seventies was an importai1t distributing 
center ror lumber arriving :f'rom the northern ~orests. At :f'irst 
waterways were the means or transporting this bulky commodity 
but as the woodmans' axes penetrated :farther and :farther into 
the :forests of' Michigan,Wisconsin,and Minnesota,land routes 
had to be :f'ound tlms diverting nnnsh or the lumber trade :f'rom _______ , __ 
10. Foster,J.S.- A Guide to the Illinois Central Railroad 
. -·- ... ---Lands. 
---
11 the laJce port. The cutting o:r southern :rorests supplied 
local markets,where mos.t of' Chicar;o's timber trade had gone. 
12 
By 1880 the lumber trade o:r Chicl;\go was insignificant. 
As early as the first decade of' the twentieth century 
Illinois produced more than f'1ve percent or the nation's 
mineral wealth and in this respect was surpassed by only two 
states. Although climate,soil,and other physical features 
characterize Illinois as an agricultural state,yet its 
mineral wealth was and is or great importance. The total 
value of' the mineral resources of the state up to 1917 
averaged about one-third as compared to the agricultural 
13 
production. When considering the development o:r mining in 
Illinois the work of' the Illinois Central Railroad Company 
cannot be ignored. Beside making available f'or exploitation 
lands rich in minerals,the railroad took a band in the 
OJlera tion ot· mines • 
Coal and leacl were the only two minerals exploited and 
14 
these to a limited degree by the early settlers. The character 
or the pioneer may have been partJy responsible f'or tbis lack 
o:r interest in developing the resources of' the state,but the 
principal reason was a need of good transportation. With the 
coming or the railroacls in Illinois a development ot· 1 ts 
mineral resources began. The connection between the two is as 
11. AnnUal Report- 1870. 
12. Ibid. 
13. Bogart and Thompson- The Industrial St!:teLappentix table, 
p.510. 
14. Ibid. Graph on p.422. 
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and indirectly the railroads took steps to encourage mining 
both upon its own and-adjoining lands. Berore the completion 
of its lines the Illi~ois Central employed John Foster,an 
emi~ent geo~ogist,to inTestigate mineral resources of the 
15 
region through wlrlch the railroad was to extend. 
A beginning h~l been made around La Salle but the 
subsequent decade saw' coal mines deTelop t'rom Kane County to 
16 
Cairo• Hew branches and feeders were tapping the coal rields. 
ETen as late as the panic ot· 1907 considerable deTelopment in 
the coal fields of southern Illinois was taking place,the 
most important railroads being the chie~ operators. Some 
railroads bought coal lands and dug their own mines. Two of 
the hearlest inTestors in coal lands being· the Illittois 
17 
Central and the Big Four. 
All through the later halr of the nineteenth century 
mining in Illinois depended upon the growth of the railroads. 
In 1858 the railroads became the chie:r consumers of" that :fuel. 
When Illinois became an industrial state the M:se of 
manufacturing created a new demand for coal. With the 
deTelopment of the steel industry coal became more than a 
commodity,it was Titally necessary in the production or 
steel and its bi-products. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Foster,J.We- Retort on the M1neral Resources or the 
Illinois Centra LinUs. ·---
Gerbard,F.- fliino1s as it is,1857Jp.382. 
Bogart and Thompson- The Monern Corumonwealth,p.120. 
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Another step,which the Illinois Central too1f toward 
improving lands o:r the state and ultimately f'or its own 
benef'i t, was the draining of' swampy areas. After all tlle lands 
of the railroad company were settled there still remained quit 
a large section o:r unused territory in the eastern counties. 
This was due not to any lack of' transportation but to imperf'eo 
drainage. Land which was inundated during the greater part 
of' the year attracted f'ew settlers and since the Illinois 
Central was deriving a good prorit f'rom the sale of' its 
other holdings President Osborn suggested that some of' this 
money be expended toward improving these lands. In 1863 an 
appropriation was made f'or this purpose but the work was so 
great that only a beginning could be made. Other problems 
soon turned the company's interest to other projects. 
The end or the Civil 'War found Illi.nois a strongly, 
agricultural state. Although m~nu:racturi.ng was growing yet 
farm products of' the state were the basis f'or this expansion, 
most or the industries depending upon agriculture. In 1870 
factories existed only to satisfy local demands,but a f'oundatio 
was being laid :ror an i.ndustrial eo~nonwealth the development 
o:r '\1hich was witnessed within the next twenty years, when the 
state ranked third in manuf'aeturing. An extended transportatio 
system was one of' the greatest f'aetors in stimulating tlrls 
pro~ess,another was the war itsel:r. 
18. Bogart and Thompson- The Industrial State,table in the 
appendix,p.482,also ch.XVIII. -
r 
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A decided change in the economic status o:r the state 
took place during the last.decade o:f the nineteenth century. 
Pro~mity to raw materials,notably coal,and an extensiTe 
network o:f railroads were bound to promote the development 
o:f manu:facturing and this decade saw Illinois take its 
position as a first rank industrial state. It also saw the 
state concede its leadership in agriculture to Kansas,Nebraska, 
and the Dakotas,which became the leading wheat prottilcing 
19 
states. Corn had replaced wheat as the chie:f product o:f 
Illinois,ft1r wheat like bee:r was a :frontier product. Chicago 
.. 
was no longer the ch:ie:f shipping point :for lumber,but it sttll 
lecl as a grain and live stock market. In other words,agriculture 
in the Unitecl States had crossed the Mississippi riTer,and 
the middle west,especially Illinois was becoming industrial. 
Railroads were now doing :ror the trans-Mississippi states 
19 
what they hac1 done :for the middle western ·states. 
Chicago and Cook County had been the :focus points o:f 
the railroads • .Now they became the centers or manu:facturing. 
O:f the middle western cities Chicago ranked foremost in the 
manufacturing o:f iron products and :farm impliments. The Great 
Lal~es being the principal route o:f iron ore traffic anil. 
Chicago as the chie:f lake port derived most o:r the profits o:f 
transportation. Since it was more profitable to manuraeture 
near lJhe source ot• raw material many steel :foundries were 
19. Ibid. 
20. Hap in Bogart and Thompson's ~-Indu;;trial StateJp.392. 
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bllil t in the Ticin:i. ty of' Cbi.cago • 
Quincy, the second ranld.ng city in the state, while 
specializing in stoTe :roundries,had a p-owing tobacco industry. 
peoria! s prosperity depended. upon distilling. Such tolms as 
Elgin, ";'l'here the National Watch Company was located; Ottowa, 
which possessed the only glass f'actory in the west; and 
La Salle, wlrl ch h~cl a large zinc works, were prospering rapidly. 
The transformation o:r Illinois f'rom an agricultural to 
an industrial state,changed the deTelopment of' towns. Trade , 
centers which had depended upon f'arL.Iing began to decline and 
new manu:racturing and mining towns'sprang up. Galena and 
Cairo ha~ reashed the zenith of' their greatness and were 
declining. The lead industry,mainstay of' Galena,had reached 
a low level and the extension o:r the Illinois Central to 
Dubuque proTed the ruin of' Galena as a business center • 
.. u1 the merchandise o:r the upper Mississippi was now bound f'or 
Dubuque and not Galena. 
Cairo,wbich was to have been such an important terminus 
o:r the Illinois Central,began to decline with the end of the 
OiTil War. During the' war it had been invaluable both to the 
railroad and the· goTermne:ilt as a: transportation center and 
although its position at the junction of the Mississippi and 
Ohio rivers and the Illinois Central railroad,assured Cairo 
of a degree ot· importance, yet the town's growth was lind. ted 
because o:r its unfavorable natural location. Tremendous 
anounts o:r money had to be spent in building leTees and other 
r 
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21 protections :from the perio<li.cal rains and floods. 
Otte 
Just as soon as the railroads had completed the tasl;: 
o:f aiding Illinois in taking its position in the ~eld of' 
mamtf'aeturing and industry their expansion stopped. By 1890 
the state had become so well suppl:Led with railroa4s that it 
was ~st difficult to earn a satisfactory return·from new 
inTestments. The old lines by improrlng their rolling stock 
and equipnent were able to take care o:f the increasi.ug .detaatids 
lrhich the growth of' manu:f~cturing createcl. 
The heavy traf':fic of' the Cirll War had made the hastily 
constructed early lines unsafe for the transport~tion o:f such 
corJinodities as grain,coal,and timber. These bulky articles 
impressed the rail~oad companies with the need o:f Tery well 
22 
constructed tracks and heavy rolling stock. Demands f'or 
speed and sa:rety caused an improT~ent not only in equipment 
but also a reduction o:f curves and grades and the eleTation 
or tracks. The use of' switches arid signals was an outgrowth 
o:f an increase in tracks, crossings, ancl. trains. 
Illinois is trayersed by many riTers ancl streams,a 
condition which caused nntch delay·in railroad transportation, 
until bridges were built. Two o:f the more important bridges 
o:f the Illinois Central Railroad Company were the Chicago 
river bridge and the Cairo bridge. The ordinance permitting 
the Chicago riTer bridge had been passed in 1862 but actual 
-------------------·-··-
21. Cairo,Past,Present,Author unknown,pub.1861. 
22. Poor },lam.tal- Report of' the I.C.RR.,1912. 
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erection was not begun until 1879 due to the strained relations 
between the railroad company am the city council oTer the 
lake :front lands. This project,when it was :finally completed, 
connected the' Illinois Central grounds on the south side of' 
tllC river with the property of' the Cbioago Canal and Dock 
·company across the river. Formerly _;1 circuitous route had to 
be used in transporting conDDOdities between the north and 
23 
south sides. 
Up to 1889 a ~rans:fer ot· :freight had to be made by 
steamer between the Illinois Central and the southern lines 
but that year the Cairo bridge was opened f'orm:l.ng a contimtaus 
rail route :from Chicago to :lew Orleans. This bridge was a 
mastei~iece o:f e~neering,extending oTer three miles in 
24 
length. 
In 1856 the Illinois Central Railroad Company began 
25 
operations with the original •r o:f 699 m:i.les. 'l'o date it 
has increased to many times that figure f'orm:l..ng a Teri.table 
network of' rails in many states. In 1893 the Illinois Central 
purchased controlling interests in the Chesapeake Ohio and 
26 
Southwestern and several a:f:filiated companies.· In 1869 it 
had leased the St. Louis,Alton,and Terre Haute,whieh in turn 
27 
held by lease six other lines on Illinois. In recent years 
l 
the Illi.nois Central has obtainetl an interest in the Big 
1Iarkham,c.n.- DeTelopment,strater;yfiand Tra:f:fic o:f the 
Acl..:errnan,w.K.- History of' the I.e. n.,p.l86~----- . 
Hather,J .lV .- The1faldng o:f Illinois,p.172-175. 
r.c. 
LJ~ ~~: 27. ----------------------------------------------------------------~ Annual neport- 1866. Annual Report- 1894. Annual Report- 1897. 
28 Four System. 
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This expansion associated with many other outright 
purchases and control o~ stock gaTe the Illinois Central a 
monopoly o~ tra~:f"ic in the Tiein:ity. The competition o:r the 
Uississippi riTer had been oTereome. The Illinois-:Micbigan 
canal had :fallen into disuse as well as the Hennepin Canal, 
which hacl been opened up in 1907', bilt was never used. The 
Chicago Drainage Canal opened seTen years earlier was used 
but obly -ror barge traN"ie. Eyen the port o:r Chicago had 
29 
beeome inaccessible to large ~reight steamers. 
With this nonopoly o~ commerce the Illinois central, 
as well as the other railroads began to raise their rates. 
o:r course this aroused merchants and :farmers as well as 
manu:raeturers and ~inally resulted in legislation hostile to 
the railroacl companies •. The Interstate Commerce Commission 
began a Tigorous regulation o:r rates and passes imposing a 
30 
two cent rate per mile. Tbis diS.cord between the railroads 
and the people eTentually saw Illinois g:i.Te up its position 
as the leading railroad state in the Un:i.on in f"aTor o::r the 
31 
much larger and more rapidly deTeloping state o:r Texas. 
Arter 1900 the nost important eonneetion the railroads 
had in the deTelopment o:r Illinois was through the regUlation 
and manipulation o:r rates. The coming o:r the Central rail~oad 
28. Annual Report- 1897. 
29. Annual Reports. 
30. Centennial History o:r Illinois,T.3,4; ch.II,XV,XVI. 
31. Pease,T.c.- The Story o:r Illinois,p.355. 
..... 
bacl made Illinois one o:f the tranaries o:f the t1Dited States. 
chicago as the principal market was deriTing most o:f the 
prof1ts o:f trade until an agreement made between the railroad 
eo:opanies and the warehousest.ht"eatened to diTert grain trading 
from that city. A eo:obination was :formed and contriTed to 
place a storage charge o:f:' two cents :for twenty day$ storage 
on eTery bushel or grain entering the oity,whether it actually 
was in a warehouse or not. Another charge o:f:' :from eight to 
ten cents per bushel was placed by the railroads on all 
32 
grain slrlpped to elevators independent o:f:' their clique. 
Such actions not only diTerted trade :from Chicago they also 
hindered the grmvth or the :flour milling industry in the city. 
The result v;as that demands :for appropriate legislation were 
made and laws were eTentually passed,the most err.ectiTe o:f:' 
lVhich was the establishment o:f a board o:f:' railroad and 
33 
warehouse co~nissioners. This board was successfUl in partly 
eradicating most o:f the existing abuses that had come into 
ex:i.stance dut~ing the rule o:r the railroads oTer the commerce 
o:f the state. 
Another :factor which :for a time threatened to hinder 
the progress o:r Chicago as a grain market was the great f'ire. 
This :fire destroyed most of' the buildings of' the city and 
caused a lack o:r stol"'age t•acili ties. As a consequence grain 
tra:f:fie went on to other lake ports. 
32. Clrlcago Tribune-April 18,1871. 
33. Chicago Tribune-July 4,1871. 
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'-----------. r As the railroads combined to lower the status or Illinois 
f 
as an agricultural state,they helped to raise its raruc as a 
manufacturing connnonwealtb. Practically all the rails o:f the 
Illinois railroads in 1870 were o:f iron. The heayY traffic 
of the Civil W'ar had proven that suoh oonstmotion was 
unsatis:faotory,and in 1867 the Illinois Central bad already 
34 
begun to supplant iron rails with steel ones. Where :formerly 
steel rails had to be imported :from Europe now they were 
made in tins country eTen in the Illinois Central's "back yard• 
The rirst steel rail made in this country was produced in 1865, 
35-
in the Chicago Rolling Mill. Substitution o:f steel rails ror, 
iron ones peMnitted the carrying of heavier loads,eonsequently 
eoal,grain,and other bulky products could be transported in 
larger quantities. Tins aided the railroads :financially. It 
also helped manu:facturing,since :factory owners dealt with 
larr;e quantities o:f rarv materials and a quick supply was 
imperative. 
Railroad improvements aided the city of' Chicago as a 
neat packing center. Chicago had always been an important 
live stock market but only with the introduction o:f the 
refrigerating ears was the transportation of :fresh meat made 
:feasible. Today rresh Deer shipments are made to points as 
:far distant as Europe. 
34. Annual neport- 1867. 
35. Ibid. 
36. Type of refrigerating ear 1r.ith its history in the office 
of Swi:ft and Company,Cbicago,Illinois. 
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The end of' the World War saw the decline of' the railroads 
not only in Illinois but throughout the Un:i. tecl States. New 
rorr:$ or competition arose f'rom several direstions. Interurban 
lines tooi;: away many or the short hauls of' passengers and 
freight. nailroad companies wlrlch had bought steamer lines 
were :forced to sell these at the order of' the Interstate 
37 
cmmnerce Commission. Extensive hard roads and trucks began 
to supersede the railroads in the hauling or :freight. An 
appreciable amount or passenger traffic is being taken away py 
the extension of' bus lines. Transportation of' mail by aeroplanes 
because o:r greater speed,cane into use and today not only 
letters but even passengers are using the air routes in tra~el. 
We have seen that the importance of' the railroacls in 
considering the econonic development of' Illinois cannot be 
ignored. In 1850 the state \ras self-sur:ficient pioneer 
cm:mllln:i. ty of' very little importance in the economic lif'e of' 
the country. Then the land grant was made by the Congress o:r 
the Uni tecl States providing an inducement :for railroad 
construction not only in Illinois_ but also in the south and 
rnicUile west. The most important use or the railroads was 
to supply a means of' transportation. Empty counties o:r the 
state were soon dottecl 1fi th productive :farms. central markets 
were established around lrhich arose cities and towns. 
Railroa~s by inducing inEdgration and providing 
transportation tapped the rich natural r~sources ot· Illinois, 
giving to the state thrid rank in the development of' its 
"fOe 
trl.neral wealth. 
ffi1en Illinois becane an industrial state towns were no 
longer tracli.ng centers but important industrial corni;nni ties. 
The railroads kept pace with this growth by improvinr.; their 
facilities ~or promoting faster and norc dependable 
transportation o~ raw materials and ~anufactured articles. 
Since the industrial growth of the state depended so much 
upon the availability of a ready means of eomr:mnication,tbe 
railroads could aid or ir.tpede this growtl1 by rer;ulating their 
rates anc1 by discrir.rl.natinr, in favor ot' one locality over 
another. 
In r.;eneral the railroads were the avenues along which 
the state or Illinois progressed. Operators of these railroads 
could hinder or encourage this advancement,and their coopcratior 
can be inf'erred f'rora an exarni.nat:i.on of the various lmvs and 
statutes wltlch the state was ~orced to pass regulating the 
actions ot' these railroacl companies. 
fUe 
Chapter V 
Financial and Political Results 
The financial results of the Illinois railroad land 
grant were four:f"old. First,the national government deriTed 
certain benefits,second,the state,third,the railroad company, 
and fourt~the individual citizen of Illinois. 
Of' the 1,849,00,000 acres of the original public 
domain the United States goTermnent transferred 131,000,000 
1 
to the railroads. Tlrls land h~l cost the government 
2 
approximately $6,157,000 or about 4.7 cents per acre. Of 
particular interest is the investment o:r the United States 
in the Illinois land grant. This grant gave to the state o:r 
Illinois nearly a,ooo,ooo acres of public land,which the state 
.. 
handed over to the Illinois Central Railroad Company. At the 
tir.1e the c;rant was made this land was Talued by the 
government at $1.25 an acre. But for twenty years it had been 
on the market with no prospects or a sale even at a reduced 
3 
price. 
4 
The Graduate Act of 1854 showed the actual Taluation 
--------·-------...-...- ----- -·-"--.... -----
1. Donaldson,T.- The Public Domain. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Extracts from speech o:r Douglas in the Senate in r:rashington, 
in W. tT .Baldwin' o R :U.lro ad Land Grants, p. 7. 
4. Graduate Act- Lana on the nw-rket l"rom 10 to 15 years sold 
at 81.00 per acre,rrom 15 tp 20 at $.75; from 20 to 25 
at $.50; from 25 to 30 at $.25; fron 30 or more at $.12 1/2 
an acre. 
Donaldson,T.- The Public Domain. 
which the government placed upon its public domain. Senator 
5 
Douglas stated the value o:f the land when said: 
"These lands have been on the marlcet :for :fifteen to twenty 
years,the averar;e tine is about twenty-three years; but 
they will not sell at the usual price of' $1.25 per acre 
because they are distant rrom any naTigable stream or 
roarket :for prodttce. A railroad will make them saleable at 
double the usual price, because the improvement will malce 
them valuable.• 
lfl1en the :federal government made the land grant,it 
reserved to itself" the odd numbered sections,thus retaining 
the same number o:r acres as it gave to the railroad company. 
For t'\fo years this land was talcen of'f' the market and when it 
was restored it brought f'rom $2.50 to $7.oo an acre. The 
6 
average price was $5.00 per acre. Sales lfere very good and by 
1856 the title of' the United States to practically all the 
land adjacent to the route of' the Illinois Central railroad 
was-extinct. From this sale the United States realized a 
pro~it of' some $9 1 000,000. 
These are the bare :figures in dollars and cents o:f the 
return to the national government :from its munif"icent policy 
o:f giving away so much land etJr railroad construction. The 
country derived and is deriving several more f"inancial 
benef'its. According to the charter the Illinois Central 
railroad was to carry the government's property •free :from all 
toll or other chargesu. For some time a di:rf'erence o:f opinion 
--------------~--- ------------.-
5. Speech in Senate in Baldwin's Railroad Land Grants,y.7. 
6. .Annual Report-1855. Davitlson and Stuve- A Com~Iete 
I History o:f Illinois,p.583. 
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existed as.to the meaing of tins clause. In 1876 the matter 
was finally brought be:f"ore the United States Supreme Court, 
in the case or the Mississippi Raill'•oad Company and ~he 
United States. Justice Bradley handed down the Court's opinion, 
interpreting this clause to mean that the tracks and the 
railroad were to be used by the gpvernraent tree or charge,bnt 
for the direct cost o:f transportntion,that is the use of the 
rolling.stock and other personal property or the railroad the 
8 
government had to pay fit•ty percent ot· the re~lar rate. The 
total savings ~o the government from all the land grwat 
9 
railroads,in 1928 alone amounted to $4,500,000. 
Another :form o:r recompense wbicll the national government 
received from the land grant railroads is in the reduction 
for the transportation o:f the mails. In 1876 Congressman 
Holman o:f Indiana injected in an appropriations bill a clause 
specifying that the land grant railroads should transport 
the United States mails over their road at eighty percent of 
10 
the rate authorized to be pa.i.d non- land grant railroads. 
The total revenue to the United States :from the Illinois 
Central Company in reductions on transportation of rretgbt, 
passengers,and the mails,up to June 30,1932,11as amounted to 
11 
$9,391 1 497.54 in Illinois and $1 1 447,417.66 in Iowa. 
s. Paper issued by the Bureau or Economics,Wasbington,D.C., 
Government Land Grants and Aid to Railroads. 
naiiway Data,septenoer 3o,183~. 
v. Ibid. 
10. Daldwin,w.w.~ Railroads Land~rants,Congressional Record, 
' January 12,192u • L 11. Corliss,C.J.- Land Grants to Railroads. ---- -- .. -.-.- ---.. _____ ___. 
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Of greater 1mportance were the gains of the state. 
neside a largely increased population of ente1~rising and 
productive citizens,the state derived from the land grant 
imr.1ense financial benefits,an increase in taxable property, 
and a heavy acquisition of trade and capital. 
In 1851 the state debt was $16,627,609.91,a financially 
12 
precarious situation which was realizedrby the people. 
The constitution,adopted in 1848,placec1 the state on a 
basis o:r strict economy. Salaries and expenditures were 
trimmed to the bone. Tile constitution also debarred the state 
from involving itself in any further govermnent financed 
projects. At the time o:r the adoption or the new constitution 
the state faced a dilemma. If it endeavored to meet even the 
accunmlating interest on its debt,the citizens would be 
forced to bear a heavy tax burclen. If the debt was repudiated 
the state would have to suffer the consequent bankruptcy 
and total loss of credit. An insigni~icant start was just 
being made by practicing strict economy. 
Such a condition deterred emigrants coming from other 
states and from Europe from settling in Illinois. They 
preferred the colder climate and harder soil o:r the northern 
states to the debt burden and high taxes of Illinois. 
The land grant and subsequent construction of the 
Illinois Central railroad changed the entire picture •. 
--------------· 
12. Oole,A.o.- Ibe Era or the 01x11 Rgr,p.91. 
llather,I.F.- ~JUaki~ of Illinois,p.172-175. 
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Inducements o:f a ready means or transportation caused the 
settlers to ignore the :financial situation o:f.the state and 
ir:n:rl.grants began to pour in. With each purchase of" f"arm:lng 
land or town lot the amount o:f taxable property increased. 
Within f"ive years the public domai.n o:r Illinois bad all been 
converted into taxable real estate. 
Beside bringing in immigrants the Central railroad 
attracted f"oreign capital into the state. or the $17,000,000 
worth or construction bonds issued $5,000,000 were immediately 
13 
negotiated in London. Dy 1864 more than three-:fourths o:f the 
14 
Illinois Central bonds were held by English investors. All 
tbis :foreign money was spent in Illinois to improve the stkte 
economically and socially. 
Honey began to :flow in f"rom the east through several 
channels,:first £rom the sale o:r construction bonds. A second 
and nore important way was ,that the railroad caused to be 
put into circulation in the state sound eastern curr'ency. 
rJoney was very scarce in Illinois and the Central railroad 
was :rorced to draw upon its reserves in the east,currency 
coming in :from the Hart:ford banks with wbich the railroad 
employees were paid. 
Growth or trade between Illinois and the south brought 
in nruch southern money. A situation which later proved 
disasterous, since with the outbreak or the Civil 1'iar the 
--------·-·-----
13. Ackerman,W.K.- Historical Sketch or the I~-C~-~~,p.83. 
14. Annual Reports. 
15. Ibid. L-------
Illinois farmers and even the railroad company faced a 
critical situation because the bank issues of Illinois were 
16 
largely based upon now lV'Orthless southern securities. 
The greatest financial return which the state receives 
fro1:1 the land grant is the perpetual seven percent of the 
gross receipts paid by the Illinois Central into the state 
treasury. If the state had pnt asitle the money which it 
received from the charter payments of the first thirty years, 
17 
it could have repaid its whole debt. 
As the state developed and railroad traffic increased 
these payments became larger. From the beginning of its 
operations to June 30 1 1932 the Illinois Central Railroacl 
Cor.tpany has paid into the state treasury $831 963 1 740.73 of 
its gross receipts,not counting various other taxes imposed 
19 
by the state,sucb as the school tax. 
In 1928 the Illinois Central paid a charter tax of 
$3 1 137,096 which is a little less than the average payments 
for the last eight years. This amounts to $4,444 per mile 
for the origi:pal 705 miles. The tax paid on the other railroad 
property in the state amounted to $18 1 889,000,an average of' 
20 
$1,655 per mile. Thus with the help or the railroads the 
state was able to pay off' its apparently unpayable debt 
without i1:1posing any great tax burden upon its citizens. 
----------------------------------p-----~--~--------------------16. Ibid. 
17. Bienni.al Report or the Auditor of' the State,1928-1930. 
18. Ibid. Corliss,C.J.- Land Grants to Railroads. 
19. Ibid. -- -- --
l 20. Ibid. L..____ ___ _ 
The steady stream o:f money which the charter tax br:i.ngs, 
does tntch to keep Illinois out o:f debt,strengthens its 
financial position anrl lightens the people:1 t tax burden. 
17'hn t pro:fi. ts has the railroad company made since it 
received the land erant :from the state? A :few shrewd eastern 
capitalists obtained a valuable and productive railroad, 
complete with rolling stock and equipment,worth $2o,ooo,ooo. 
The Illinois Central Railroad Compan¥ also received approximate y 
three million acres o:f land :from the sale o:f lfhich it has 
21 
derived a net prorit o:f $23,191,236. In al~ these capitalists 
received an aggregate sum o:f some $45 1 000 1 000 without actually 
expending a single penny or their 01m money. J'or the railroad 
was constructe(l on bonds issued with ttro-tbirds o:f the land 
grant as security. Another 250,000 acres were put aside to 
secure the interest• The remai..nder served as a contingent 
fUnd. A consequent execut~on o:f tbis plan presented the 
lergest railroad in the country to its promoters as a bonus, 
wldch would grow every year i:f judiciously managed. 
A :fourth party,which benefited :from the grant,was jbe 
citizen of' Illinois. The inf'lux o:r population raised the 
price of' :farms and a meams o:f good transportation decreased 
the price the merchant had to pay :for f'arm prroducts. When 
the construction o:f the Illinois Central railroad·began, 
improved :farms could be purchased at :from :five to ten dollars 
-----~-··--·-------·- .. ·-·-~~----·----
21. Oorliss,C.J.- Land Grants to Railroads,p.9. 
22. Annual Report--nr!Qr. ·DaVidson ana Slnve- A Co~lete 
I llistory o:r Illinois,p.583. --
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an acre. The best f'arms of' the state were valued at only ten 
to twenty-:five dollars an acre. In 1890 the same f"arms 
23 
brought :from :forty to one hundred dollars per. acre. Settlers 
who bought Illinois Central land were well repaid :for their 
investment.· A :farmer could realize a net prof"it or as much as 
24 
a thousand dollars :from a f'orty acre f'arm. 
Similar rises in the price of' urban property were 
trudng place. neal estate in 1851 was assessed at $98,748,533. 
25 
In 1873 the assessments amounted to $5861 022 1 941. 
'ndle Illinois was a pioneer state the inhabitants of' 
the southern counties dominated the polities of' the state. 
But lfi. th the coming o:f the railroads and the influx of' a 
nelv population of' Teutons,Celts,Scandinavians,and Yankee, the 
balance of' political power shifted to the northern and 
centriU sections. The newcomers were predominantly Republicans 
and Illinois '\Vas becoming a Republican state. Tbi.s was first 
evident :from the elections of' 1856,when William Bissell, 
a :former lobbyi.st and solicitor o:f the Illinois Central 
nailroad Company,was elected Republican Governor of' Illinois 
26 
by a plurality of' over 5,000 votes. Both parties were still 
very strong f"or during the Lincoln--Douglas Campaign of' 1856, 
the Democratic candidate was selected as the Illinois member 
-----··~~--~-----------·-· -.-·-··-·-·-·------·-------
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Moses,J.- Illinois I!istorical and Statistical,p.1057. 
Letter o:f Jo'hil-'Liiitley-to OharreB))ifl?Uy,in\Jerhard,:V•-
Illinois. as~~.it _ _!s 1185!,1 p.412. Uoses,J.~ Illinois fiistorical and Statistical,p.1057. 
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to the United States Senate. The political division o:r the 
state was realized by the candidates. Douglas saw the futility 
o'f campaigning in the north1Lincoln realized the same about 
27 
the south. 
The election or 1860,wlrlch brought a complete Republican 
victory,was the final step in converting Illinois into a 
nepublican state. From that time Illinois began to take a 
predomincnt part in national politics. To the Illinois Central 
railroad belongs the most credit :for aiding Illinois in 
attaining this position,:ror the construction and colonization 
activities of" this railroad :filled the uninhabited northern 
and central counties with settlers and voters. 
:Uany or the :famous naoes o:r our natio}lal ldstory were 
in sone capacity associatecl with the Illinois Central. 
Foremost is the name o:r Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln's :first 
connection with the Illinois Central was as a lobbyist. What 
interests Lincoln represented is a matter of dispute. Jolin G. 
Drennan,Attorney :for the Illinois Central,in 1922 made the 
following statement concerning Lincoln's connection with the 
28 
granting o:r the Charter; 
"Lincoln appeared before the committee or the legislature of 
Illinois at the time i.t reported :ravorably the charter 
creaDing the Illinoi.s Central Company,which charter as 
reported by the committee was passed by the Legislature, 
February 11,1851. In 1904 we were able to establish 
!Jr .Lincoln's connection wi. th the granting o:r the charter 
o:f the Illinois Central through a statement obtained :from 
Judge Antony Thorntan,who at that time was the only living 
member or the legislature o:r Illinois which granted the 
charter. His statement declared that be had a distinct 
recollection that Mr. Lincoln was associated with Robert 
Rantoul Jr.,one of' the members of' the :fi.rst board of' 
directors of' the Illinois Central RaiJroad Company,to 
obtain the company's charter. Severe opposition was 
encountered f'or there were many legislators who looli:ed with 
disf'avor upon chartering a concern or such debatable value 
as a railtvay company. But Mr. Lincoln's eloquence prevailed• • 
A son of' Robert Rantoul Jr.,in speaking be:fore the 
r.Iassaclmsetts Hi.storical Society in 1909,presents evidence to 
29 
the contrary. 
•I was visiting Washington i.n Jamtary, 1863, and saw Air .Lincoln 
:for tlte :first time at a public reception in the East Room 
of' the White House. When he got my card :from the orti.cer 
i.n attendance,he repeated the name to himselr several 
times and then said; 'l wonder if' you are connected with a 
lawyer of that same name who came to Illinois about 1850, 
to secure f'rom our legislature the charter o:f the Illinois 
central Railroad?' I told him that was my :father. Upon 
lVhi.ch he burst f'orth with a great roar o:f laughter and much 
gesticulation,and said that he did all he could to stop 
it,but was not successful. Be said he was retained by local 
capitalists who,although they ca'lild not then build the 
road as they had already been intending,were very unwilling 
that eastern capitalists should step in and secure a grant 
which would :mal{e it :forever i.:ttpossible :for them to build a 
road. But they were de:feated." . 
These are two examples ot• the many confiicting statements 
made by people qualit•ied to speak about Lincoln' early 
relations with the Illinois Central rai.lroad. In view of' this 
conf'licting evidence no de:f"inite conclusion can be drawn. 
29. Ibid.,p.44. 
r 
But Lincoln's later associations with the centr.al railroad, 
30 
in the capacity or an attorney,are an establ~shed fact. 
JOlm Drennan,who is an authority on the subject o:f Lincoln~s 
relations with the Illinois Central Railroad Company,clearly 
explains Lincoln's position as lawyer :ror the Illinois Centrfl.l. 
31 
Writing to Jolm Starr,he says; 
"My understanding is that :ur. Lincoln was continuotd:d.J Q"l 
of :the attorneys for the Illinois Central Railroad Company 
from i.ts organizati.on until he was elected President. 
He was not a salaried attorney,but his employment,no doubt, 
was similar to that or our present local attorneys,say at 
Springtield,Illinois. An annual pass is given to them as 
a retainer. All o:f our business is ref'ered to them in -that 
Ticinity1and when the servi.ces are performed,the usual fee is paid. 
Of the many cases which Lincoln handled :for the railrodd, 
the Me Lean County Case was probably the most important. The 
county assessor had assessed the railroad company for taxes 
which the company ref'used to pay. Action was begun in the 
Circuit Court where the opinion went against the railroad. 
An appeal was made to the Supreme Court and the decision of 
32 
the lower court was reversed. 
This lV"as a very important verdict. If the railroad hacl 
lost the case every cottnty,city,and school distri~t in Illin6is 
through which the railroad ran could collect local taxes, 
considerably increasing the charter tax. Lincoln recognized 
-----------------------------------------------------------------30. Pamphlet issued by the Illinois Central Railroad Company; 
Abraham Lincoln as Attornel for the I.c.RR.co. 
31. Starr,J.- Lincoln and the aiiroadstp~57. 
32. Ibid.,p.62. Lincoln a~· Attorney tor the I.C.nR.Co, 
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the inportance of' the case which be had so successfUlly 
pleaded and therefore demanded a fee of $5,000,a very bign 
charge for a country lawyer. The railroad company re:fused to 
pay him the amount and Lincoln was forced to litigation to 
33 
collect it. 
No sooner was Abraham Lincoln elected Chief' Executive of 
the Nation, than he was again brought in contact with bis o;td 
client,the Illinois Central Railroad Company. Be was now in 
a position to repay past favors. 
The Illinois Central railroad from the very beginning 
of the war had been an important thoroughfare in moving 
troops and supplies to the western front. The company's 
charter specified that government property should be carried 
by the road without charge. Theref'ore officials at Washington 
opposed payment :for thi.s transportation. The railroad,on the 
other hand, was unwilling to carry so much :freight and 
thousands o:f soldiers without any recompense. Eventually the 
matter was brought to the attention of the President. A letter 
written by Quartermaster General M.c. Meigs to General Allen, 
Chief Quartermaster o:f the Western Department o:r the United 
States Army shows the adjustment made. The railroacl company 
was allowed the usual rates,with a deduction o:f tbirty-three 
34 
and one-third percent on account o:f the land grant. This 
was somewhat less than the deduction fixed by the Supreme 
3:1. Ibid.p.741 contains a :facsiml.le o:f Lincoln's statement of' his claim,in his otrn handwriting. 
34. Letter reprinted in st·arr 1s Lincoln and the Railroads,p.70. L...___ ____ __. 
court. An opinion banded down by the Court in October 1876 
35 
fixed the charge as :ti:rty IJercent o:r the commercial rate. 
Other historically :famous names closely associated '\Vi th 
the Illinois Centralrailrorui were those o:r Stephen Douglas 
and George n. Me Clellan. The former had been very instrumental 
in obtaining the land grant :from Congress, the latter hacl been 
local superintendent or the rai.lroad,be:rore he became 
36-
Oonunandcr in Chief" o:r the Union Armies. 
Such names as those of' Sidney Breese,of'ten called, 
"The Father or the Illinois Central railroad"; Jolm Wentworth, 
lvho worked assiduously in the House of' Representatives in 
obtaining a f'a vorable inclination toward the grant; And 
Governor James Bissell,:rormer solicitor o:r the Illinois Central 
and later its attorney,are outstanding in local political 
36 
history. 
A second and more important role which the Illinois 
Central company played in politics lvas through its in:fluence 
upon leaders of' our state and nrunicipal government. The 
railroacl which was so important in the economic and social 
life of' the state possessed power in determining its 
govei'l"'Ltent policies. Men were elected to public of':t"ice who 
hacl business associations and interests and these connections 
o:rtcn determined the execution o:r :their political obligations. 
There are exanples qr three o~ the state goTernors 
35. Corliss,C.J.- Land Grants to Railroads,p.9. 
36. Annual Report- 1s5iJ".-- CT~eli.ir. ·-----~ 
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who at certain times w·ere inf"luenced by the interests of' the 
railroads. Governor French,a land speculator,favored the 
37 
railroad interests to inhance the value of Ius lands. 
Governor Bissell,another land speculator,had been a solicitor 
and attorney :for the Illinois Central Railroad Conpany. As 
Governor,Bissell was censured by the newspapers for some or 
38 
his actions in dealingwith the railroads, 
lJost significant is the career of' Governor Joel· Matteson, 
who had financial interests in the Illinois Central Railroad 
Company. First he was accused of using the railroads as an 
influence and of colonizing voters to aid Douglas in the 
39 
elections of 1858 and 1860. In 1857 he was caught defrauding 
the state in the re:funding of its debts. In ?Jay and August, 
1839 the Illinois-Michigan Canal trustees had issued ninety 
day canal-scrip to the amount of $388,554. These certificates 
had been redeemed by 1842,1Rtt in 1850 Jacob Fry,a canal 
trustee,discovered that the scri}l was being o1•fer.ed for sale 
in Springfield. At the :fund conr.rissioners o:r:fice he learned 
that a large sum had been :funded ancl new bonds i.ssued for 
over $224,182, A senatorial i.nquiry revealed that Governor 
:Matteson had received $223,182 for canal-scrip wldch he had 
presentecl, After an investi.gati.on the Governor was round 
---------·---·----~--
37. Oole,A.c.- The Era of the Civil lfar,p.:J7,footnote. 
Pease,T.c.- The S~or;r-ot !Ilino1s,p.209. 
38, Moses,J.- Illinois ltistorical ann Statistical,p,625. 
Ibid. - -· 
39. Pease,T.c.- fhe Storr of_!llinois,p.209. 
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guilty and his property seized,:from which was realized 
$238,000 to reinbnrse the state :ror the $255,000 decreed 
40 
against him. 
Under,the charter the Governor or the State was made an 
of:ficial o:r the Illinois Central Railroad Company. He was 
enpowere(l to pass upon the correctness o:f the accounts ot' the 
railroad,in order to determine the charter tax. With one or 
two exceptions these powers were never invoked prior to 1905t 
tacit assent being giTen to the send-annual report ot the 
railroad company. 
In 1905 Governor Deneen was the first to realize Ilis 
duty to verify the books of the railroad company. A caref'ul 
inTestigation disclosed that many·illegial schemes and 
devices bad been resorte(l to by railroad company for the 
purpose of minimizing the charter tax and thereby defrauding 
the state o:r revem1e. 
Thereupon a bill was filed in the Supreme Court in 1907, 
:for an accounting. The Supreme Court declined to tal{e original 
jurisdiction and the bill was withdrawn. In 1909 an amended 
bill reached the Supreme Court from the lower courts. A:rter 
two days. or oral argttnentation,one day being set aside :for 
each of the parties involved, the Court handed dmm an opinion 
sustaining the contentions ot· the state,with one exception. 
The Court declared that since the Governors prior to 1905 
40. IJoses,J.- Illinois Historical and Statistieal,p.623-625. 
Ibid. 
r 
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had given assent to the comPany's reports,the state had no 
claim to short receipts prior to that date. By this decree, 
on the Illinos$ Central Railroad Company was laid the burden 
o1· proving that the serniioio ammal statements furnished to the 
Governor :for the years 1905,19061 1907,1908,1909 were true 41 
and just in every respect. 
A. summary ot· the :financial and political results will 
help to conplete this synthesis. The Illinois Central railroad 
project illustrates the immense possibilities wldeh the 
territory of the United States offered to constructive 
enterprises. It demonstrates bow enommous benef'its could be 
derived by all the parties involved without injury to any o:f 
them. The Congress of the United States gave away three 
million acres of land to the state o:f Illinois. The state 
handed tlds land over to an outside company of capitalists 
:for the purpose of constructing a railroad trav.ersing its 
terri tory. So far the bargain seems oneloitSided. But the 
construction o:f the railroad repaid the stat,e and the nation 
by caldng possible a speedy sale or the public land or Illinois, 
at a priee exceeding the original many times. 
The gains .o:f the state were stupendous. It received a 
large increase in pop~lation,a multiplication of taxable 
property,and an acquisition of capital from the charter tax. 
The railroad company received a valuable and productive road 
an a bonus for constructing the sane road. Individual citizens 
41. Illinois Central Case- Opinion of' the Supreme Court filed 
October 28,1910,together 1vith history and synopsis o:f o inio • 
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were relieved oT an impending tax burden and their wealth 
increased with the rise in value oT real estate and farms. 
Accessible marlcets were supplied for buying and selling. 
In the political Tield the actiTities of' the Illinois 
Central 1Vere not SO beneficial to the people of' the state. 
AI though many illustrious names were associated ui. th the 
railroad,yet this fact does not mitigate the various collusions 
and shady dealings wllich were perpetrated between the railroad 
and lax public oTficials. 
These actions combined wi tb the other advantages which 
the railroad company tried to take. from the people,in rates, 
rebates,and other :forms of' discrimination combined to develop 
a public sentiment which :round expression in the adoption of' 
restrictive laws,especially in 1871 to 1873, From that time 
on the railroads have been under the strict supervision of' 
' the Railroad and Warehouse Oommission,the Utilities Commission, 
42 
and the Ilterstate Connerce Commission. 
_.......,. ____ "···------------------------------
42. Laws of' 1914. Bogart and :Mathews- The Hodern Co:mnonwealth, 
p.129. The Ut:i.lities Oomrrdssion superseifeullhe fiillroad 
and Warehouse Oonmdssion in 1914. 
Chapter VX 
The Development or Cldcago 
The construction o:r the Illinois Central oade Chicago 
·the heart o:r :the transportation syste!!l o:r the trl..dcUe lrest. 
The f'unction o:r the Central railroad in the development o:f 
Chicago was somewhat dif:rerent :from its participation in 
the progress o:f Illinois.. Illinois grew as a rural and 
industrial comr:10nweal th, while Chicago's growth was purely 
urban and industrial. 
iThen the Illinois Central railroad received its charter 
and a railroad traversing the state north and south was 
assured,the question arose as to the location o:r the main 
line and its branches. The primary object which the state had 
in mind,when it began to agitate :for a central railroad,was 
that this line shoulcl serve as a connection between the town 
o:r Galena,and the junction o:r the Ohio and Mississippi 
1 
rivers. There it was to connect with the railroads ot' the south 
From the very begi.nning Chicago had taken the lead in 
raiirowi construction,a road having been extended to Galena, 
2 
tapping the rich trade or the rapidly developing country. 
Friends ot· Chicago saw the necessity o:r connecting her 
a<lvantar;eous lake ancl river location Tlith the trade o:r the 
1. ~eas,A.T.- History o:r Cbicag~v.I,p.166. 
2. Paxson,F.L.- History o:t' the' Iiiie can Frontier,p.253. 
r 
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southern states and the 1Jississippi river. To obtain the 
:r;:ntch coveted Illinois Central terminus they instructed their 
newly elected VHited States Senator to aid Senator Dreese in 
obtaining the railroad land grant and to make Chicago the 
northern termintts. lT.hen the plan had been first drawn up by 
Breese and his colleagues ,Cidoago bad been entirely ignored. 
Breese argued that the road should be planned according to 
the route of' the internal-improvement system or 1837,on which 
3 . 
the state had expended such large suns or money. But when the 
Central railroad plan was rinally accepted,Douglas wrote in 
4 
Chicago as the northern terminus. 
The prevailing idea at the tioe was to connect Galena 
and Cairo. Thus all the produce or Illinois could be shipped 
south via Cairo ancl the Mississippi river. Douglas had another 
plan, which woulcl ravor not only Chicago but· it would also 
commend i tselT to Congress as a work benefiting the whole 
country and not as a local enterprise or particular advantage 
to one state and city. His plan was to connect the Great Lakes 
with the lli.ssissippi and the St. Lawrence with the Gulf' o:f 
:tex:i.co,as well as to join Cldcago with the various railroads 
t.nen projected or in the process o:f constMiction in the east. 
Douglas f'orsaw that only in this way could the votes of' the 
5 
Congressmen be secured. 
Beside the welrare or the various Tactions they represente~ 
3. Douglas- Breese Oorrespondence,February 6,1851. 
4. Aclcerman, w .K.- Historical Sketch of' the I .o.nn.,p.s. 
G. Ibid. 
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both Dreese ancl Douglas had personal interests in securing 
their respective ains. In the case o:f Senator Breese it was 
the :fulf'ilment o:f an ambition partly :frustrated by the :failure 
of the plan of 1837. Breese had been one of the incorporators 
am1 director of the Great Western Railway Company,whose 
construction had been brought to an end with the :failure of 
the other government :financed projects. He now wanted to 
6 
grasp the opportunity to finish this \York. 
In 1847 Douglas moved to Chicago and that sane year 
was elected to the United States Senate as Breese's colleague. 
Douglas :foresaw the advantages o:frered by the position o:f 
this :fast grmving metropolis and began to invest in Chicago 
7 
real estate. He secured lots on the lake :front amounting to 
nearly one hundred acres. This propebty was located in the 
s 
vicinity o:f Twenty-second Street. Subsequently be purchased 
2,872 acres o:f land around Lru~e Calumet,paying two dollars 
and a half per acre. In 1855 he contracted with the Illinois 
Central railroad :for another 41 610 acres at ten 4ollars an 
9 
acre, near his previous holdings. How Douglas disposed o:f all 
this property is a question not easily settled. The lake :front 
~and,situated at Thirty-Fourth Street and Cottage Grove Avenue, 
which :for the most part consisted or a swamp,he donated :for 
educational purposes. Upon this land the :first buildings or 
__ ,__ ....... --- .. -- --' --------------·-~·-- ...... -------- ..... ·- -·---
6.(Cole,A.c.- The Era or the C:Lvil War,p.37. Ibid.,p.7-14. 
7. Douglas- Breese-corresptirinelice,FeDTUary 6,1851. 
s. Letter, W.II.Osborn to Perkins,May 121 1853; in the Illinois 
Centr-al archives. 
9 • Sheahan, J,- Life _!>~j>E_e_I!, Douglas, p. 442. 
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the Un:i. versi ty ot· Chicago lrere built. The profits, which 
Douglas clerived :from the sale o:f another portion o:f his 
11 
lands, assisted him in :financing the campaign o:f 1858. 
Another :factor influential in bringing a branch ot· the 
the Illinois Central to Chicago was the press,especially the 
Chi cag_o Da,:i.]-z.p~~o_c_r..!l• Its publisher, the Honorable Jolm 
Wentworth,like many other politicians was interested in real 
estate. ·Wentworth saw the advantages which a branch o:f the 
Illinois Central would bring and employed his paper in 
12 
_presenting these advantages to the people. 
John s. Wright was another man who worked assiduously 
in securing the land grant and the Chicago branch. Wright, 
13 
who made and lost several :fortunes in land speculation, 
was also editor o:f the Prairie Farmet:• According to his own 
statement in 1848 he wrote and. had printed and distributed, 
at his own e:xpense,six thousand copies of petitions,which 
14 
were sent to Washington with munerous signatures. 
Chicago becat1e the greatest railroad center in the 
world because o:f the er.forts of such men. As a transportation 
center Chicago was bound to progress due to its waterway 
:facilities alone,situated as it is at the southern end o:f 
Lake 11iclligan,where all transportation through the lakes, 
the Erie Canal,an4 the Illinois and Mississippi rivers would 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1·1. 
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terninate or pass. This same advantageous location was to aid 
Chicago in becoming a great railroad center. As is Jlpparent 
:fror:1 the :fact that the city government did not spend a single 
penny to secure railroad :facilities. 
The railroads changed the rOutes o:f trade in the 
northwest. Where formerly produce was shipped down the rivers 
to Cincinnati.,st.Louis,and lf.mv Orleans now it was carried by 
rail to Chicago and eastern markets. Practically all the 
important railroads converged at Chicago and none were through 
15 
lines. In 1856 tb:Lrtecn railroads centered or were connected 
lfith Chicago,providi~g one hundred and :four trains daily. 
Due to gradual decreases or water traffic the :failure o:f 
st. Louis to become the chief market o:f the middle west 
was apparent,so that many called the Illinois Central the 
16 
"st. Louis CUt-OU". In the summer ot· 1848 st. Louis tried 
to improve her harbor by altering the channel ot• the ],tlssissipp 
with a dyke that would compel the river to·flow on the west 
side of Bloody Island. t~en he learned o:f this,Governor French 
instntcted the sherifr o:f st. Clair County to draw up a 
~nJQnction against the st. Louis authorities and to enforce 
it with military :force if necessarY• The case was brought 
before the Supreme Court and Governor French's actions were 
t7 
sustained. Through a. later compromise the work was conpleted. 
------------·--·-------------------15 • .Mcilvane,M.- Reminiscences or Cbic~o. during the Forties 
and Fifties. 
16. tetter,Reynolds to French,JUne 17,1854. 
17. St. Louis Republican,l\Iay 8,1851. 
r This ease climaxed the rivalry between Chicago and st. Loui.s 
for supremacy in middle western trade. 
The railroads not only supplanted the canal bpt even 
competed with it for the lighter :freight,rounded out. the 
process o:f a network o:f commercial routes,and thus gave 
Chicago the leadership o:f ndddle western tra:ffie. The lead 
shipments :f~om Galena no longer went via st. Louis but through 
Chicago. Trade from Mi.nnesota,lViseonsin,and Iowa e~e to the 
lake port rather than down the Mississippi to St. Louis. 
In 1850 :five-eights of the agricu1tural trade o:f st. Louis 
lras drawn from Illinois. This city also supplied Illinois with 
three-fourths o:f its merchandise. The Missouri legislature had 
levied a tax o:f four dollars and a half on every thousand 
dollars worth o:f grain or :foreign products sold in the state. 
All this vast income was now taken away by the change of trad.e 
18 
routes to Chicago and Cairo. 
During the Civil War Illinois progressed as never before, 
becoming the leading state in the production o:f wheat,eorn, 
19 
and hogs. This agricultural development clid not leave 
Chicago unatreeted. The grain dealers,the paekers,and the 
farm implement manu:faeturers,as well as the real estate 
brokers profited by tll::l..s wave of prosperity, aomassing huge 
:fortunes in a short space o:f time. With prosperf.ty came easy 
eredit,wlrleh 1~ to fUrther expansion. These factors combined 
18. Cole,A.c.- The Era o:f the Civ:il War,p.51 1 52. 
19. Ibid. 
99. 
in the development of a great world metropolis. 
Illinois took the leac1 in raising live stock,especially 
hogs. liost or this stock was shipped to Chicago, causing such 
an expansion of the meat pacld.ng industry that a new stock-yards 
had to be bui.lt,extending over 34,5 acres or land. In 1865 the 
Union Stock Yards and Transit Company was incorporated. 
De side the extensive yards the company established a series. 
20 
of branch railroads,a bank,and a hotel. 
Many of the drovers w·ere opposed to this monopoly of 
the stock tracle but 1r.i. th the help or nine railroad companies, 
which subscribed to $925,000 ot· the total capital of' $1,000,000, 
21 
the company was able to carry on business. In 1866 a group 
or men calling themselves the "Board or Live Stock Cor.md.ssion 
lien" attempted to convert the Chicago livestock market, the 
largest in the world,into a secret exchange by suppressing 
the reports on sales of cattle. In spite of the opposition of 
local newspapers,thc board. ror a time was successful in 
buying live hogs at five to six cents a pound and selling 
poric,bacon,ham,and other hog products at double that price. 
22 
Finally these various boards and cliques tvere abolished by law. 
Illinois' aseendency as the leading wheat and corn 
producing state had a strong influence upon the econo:r:ri.cal 
condition of' Chicago. Shipments of flour and grain to the 
lake port necessitated the construction of' great elevators 
20. A good account of the Chi~ago Stock Yards is given in 
Grand's llistory or the Union Stock Yares. 
21. Colc,A.C:=-The Era ot the Civil War~p.~B6. 
22. Chicago Post,December 27,1865. 
and warehouses. Demands :for cars and warehouse~·space became so 
lJressing that the railroad companies raised their rates to 
unprecedente(l heights. ·when new enterprises began business 
they :found themselves unable to compete with established 
concerns on account o:f railroad diseril'l:ination. While old 
warehouses wer taxed :for space new :firms went bankrupt. 
In 1867 the Warehouse Act was passed in spite o:f the 
opposition o!" the railroad and warehouse lobbyists. The law 
provided :for the regulation or warehouses,opened them :for· 
public inspection,and required railroads to deliver grain to 
23 
the warehouse to which it was consigned. A clause was 
injected prohibiting "gambling contracts" and a.:fter the bill 
was passed many nembers ot· the Chicago Board o:f Trade were 
arrested :for violating this law,but their prosecution never 
24 
came up be:fore the courts. 
Another attempt was l!lade to regulate the warehouses and 
railroa(ls with the establishntent o:f the llai.lroad and Warehouse 
Co~ssion in 1871. The Commission was vested with power to 
require yearly reports,to examine the management and policies 
o:f the railroads and warehouses,invest:i.gate charges o:f unfair 
discrimi.nation, and bring suit against a concern i:f it ref'used 
to cooperate. In 1873 an a.I!Imendment to the act speci:fied 
25 
rates o:f charge :for passengers and :freight. 
23. Laws o:f 1867,p.177-182. 
24. Cole,A.c.- The Era o:f the Civil l'lar,p.386. 
25. Pease,T.c.-~e Storl or. I11inois 2p.282-284. 
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.At first the eonmi.ssion :functioned very smoothly,but 
discord began to arise between the board and the companies 
under its supervision. Onl7 few railroad companies respOnded 
with their reports,and all of them ref'used to abide by the 
:fixed rates. In the courts the Oot:nnission also. met with f'ailure. 
A suit brought before Judge C.H. W'ood against the Illinois 
Central in the pircui t Court of Kanlraltee :for charging :four 
cents a :rrlie :for passenger :fare, instead of' three as :fixed by 
. 26 
the Conn:ission was won by·the railroad company. 
In return_ for its recei.pts o:f grain,cattle,and hogs, 
Chicago was shipping large amounts o:f f'arm i:m.pleaents to all 
parts··of' the state. In 1847 Cyrus 1IcCormick, the inventor o:f 
the reaper, hacl ;aovcd :to Chicago where he established his plant 
:for the manu:facture of' :farm machinery. His business grew so 
rapidly that it became a great. influence in the economic li:fe 
27 
o:r the city. fJ.Iother product which was in. great clemand by 
the :farmers was lumber. Enormous quantities of it came :from 
Michigan and t.'isconsin and were trans-shippe£1 at Chicago to 
the rapidly exp~nding prairie cor.n:runities. The largest portion 
of the lumber went over the Illinois Central to towns growing 
along its route. 
This rapid growth of Chicago as an industrial city 
attracted population. A survey of' the index shows a Gradual 
increcse up to 1852;a year later when the construction of' 
----·---~·-... -·---·· .. ___ ., _________ _ ------~------·----------
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the Illinois Central lras well UJlder way, the population had 
28 
nearly doubled. In the sixties Chic~o nearly trippled in 
population,becorui.ng the fif'th largest city in the country, 
with over 300,000 inhabitants,nearly one-half' of' whom were 
29 
f'oreign born. In 1866 when business was at a stand still, 
Chicago prospered. Buil~~ngs to the value of' $700 1 000 were 
30 
erected and real estate speculation knew no bounds. So great 
was immigration ~nto the city that in spite of' its one hundred 
and f'if'ty hotels ancl tremendous builitlng development the 
new•comers had d:lft'icul ty in finding living quarters. In 
September 1855 over 2 1 700 buildings lverc in the process of' 
31 
construction. 
TIIE LAKE ... FROlfT CONTROVERSY: The lak:e f'ront of' Chicago 
f'or a great length of' time was occupied as a military post 
' 
and. bec8-ne Jmown as the Fort Dearborn Reservation. W11en in 
1852 an ordinance was passed granting a portion of' the lru(e 
:front to the Illinois Central Railroad Company,the land was 
tmdcr the direct control of' the Canal Conmrlssion anc1 dedicated 
32 
to public use. 
When construction o:f the Illinois Centl"al was begun 
one o:f the largest expenditures 1:1ade. was :for procuring a 
right-of'-way through Chicago. :Mason Draynan and James Bissell 
r>resentccl a petition to the city council asidng :for a permit 
------------·---- -·-----,----
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to lay dmm tracks wi. tlti.n the city limits, preferably along 
the la!.:e parallel lrith Mi.chigan A'y-enue. The Illinois Central 
tracks had reach eel the city :from the south, extending :from 
Calumet Station,now Kensington,to Fif'ty-Third Street,the 
southern limits of' the city • 
.An ordinance was drawn up and presented to the comr:1on 
council of' Chicago permitting the railroad company to constntct 
its tracks along the lali:e shore to !lrelf'th Street,upon 
property which the company night buy f'rom private owners. From 
lifel:fth Strcc t across Lake Park, sometimes called Park Rmv, 
to the Chicago river the orclinance granted a right-of-way 
three Imndred :feet wide. Tlli.s right-of'-way was to be not less 
than four hundred feet east of' Michigan Averme and parallel to 
it. Upon land lying between. Randolph Street and the river the 
32 
railroad was to erect 1 ts depot and other builc1ings. 
In return :for this grant the Illinoi.s Central agreed to 
protect the ohorc o:f the city against encroachments of' the 
lake with a breakwater constructed not t1ore than three 
hundred feet f'rom and parallel with the right-of'-way. The ci'P7 
had made no attempt to protect itself' from the waters of 
Lake lliclugan and was losinG.much valuable territory through 
submersion by the waters o:f the lake. 
At that time H:i.clrl.gan Avenue was the aristocratic 
street of' Clli.cago and a plan of' running a railroad parallel 
32. Lal:::e Front Case- Supreme Court of' the u.s. No.14,135, 
14,414, 14,4151 14~1416. Term 1891. 
r 
with it proyol{ed strenuous opposition,especially from the rich 
property owners along the lake shore. On the other hand,the 
north and west side :favored the construction o:f the tracks 
because they were not directly attectecl by the encroaclnnents 
of the lake nor by the proposed railroad project. Yet they had 
been carrying more than their share or the tax burden in 
33 
providing protection :for the lalre shore. 
On December 29,1851 the :forces favoring the ordinance 
becane strong enough to pass the franchise over Mayor Gurnee's 
veto. A fmr days later the vote 1vas reconsidered and another 
franchise was o:ff'erecl to the railroad company by the city 
council. Tlus second memorial the railroad directors refUsed 
to· accept. They planed to buihl the road to the southern 
limits ot' the city and await further developments. A nnnor 
tllat a cut-o:f:r f'rom Joliet to Kensington lV'ould be made, thus 
diverting considerable traf':fic from Clrlcag~becaoe so strong 
that the city council reconsidered its notion and the original 
35 
ordinance was passed. 
When construction was begun the shore line lay about 
two hundred and fifty :feet east of Michigan Avenue at 
Randolph Street and a less distance at Park Row. This 
necessi tat eel the construction o:f a trestle on piles driven 
into the la:l~e bed,and such was the construction of the road 
33. nrownson,n.u.- History o:r the I.c.nn.co.,p.49-52. 
34. Chicago Democrat;iruntary 1,1852. 
35. Ibid. ,May 3,151 1852. Lake Front Case,Supreoe Court of' the. 
u.s.- 1891. 
.a.vu• 
until the rire of 1871,when the space between the shore and 
the tracl::s was filled with debris f'rom the fire under the 
36 
direction of the city. 
North of Randolph Street the Illinois Central railroad 
tracl::s passed over a section of' the Fort Dearborn adtli tion, 
land then owned by the United States government. A right-of-way 
\Vas claimed to this la.nd under an act of Congress passed on 
August 4,1352. This act gave right-of'-way to all rail 1 plank, 
and macadamized roads passing through public lands belonging 
to the United States and incorporated by a: state for ten 
37 
years after its passage. The f'ederal government claimed that 
the Fort Dearborn addition was not public land but land 
reserved for military purposes. As a consequence the Illinois 
Central was :forced to pay $45,000 f'or their route. Later suit 
was brougl1t :for repa~ent of' this money bpt the courts ruled 
38 
in f'avor of the gove1~nent. 
In 1856 the Illinois Central received additional land 
f'rot:l the city council obtaining pe:rrrl.ssion to construct a 
breakwater and :fill in a triangular space :from the breakw·ater 
at nanuolph Street to a point on the shore about seven 
39 
hundred f'eet south of' Randolph Street. By 1867 the Illinois 
central land extended between Randolph Street and the Chicago 
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r;Lver to a line 1793 :feet east o'f Michigan Avenue. During the 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
Acicerman,w.K.- Historical SI{etch of' the I.c.RR.,p.85. 
Ibid.,p.85. Title of' Act. 
Ibid. 
Brownson,H.G.- History o:l:' the I .c.nn.co. ,p.55. 
Starr ,Herritt- Cii!cago Lake ==pl'ont Case, p.3. 
ensuing controversy the theory was advancea that these 
grants of' the city council 1rere 11l:iJd and illegal. 
J.UOe 
The fal!IOUS La!~e Front Act of 1860 granted to the. city 
o:f Chicago all title to property lying east of' l!ichigan 
Avenue,north o:f Parl: Row,south ot· Monroe Street,anc1 west o:r 
a line runnin[j parallel with and four Imndred :feet east or 
iJi.chigan Avenue. The city by a three-fourths vote o:f the 
alclermen could sell or convey all this land, leaving a ninety 
f'oot strip i'or Michigan .Avemte. PI~oceeds of' this sale were 
to be set asiclc,constituting a "Park Fundn to be used in 
providing or i1:1proving parks tn the city. 
Section Three of' this act conf'irr:.1ed the right o:r the 
Illinois Central to property lying east o:f the land granted 
to the city. All rights of' the state to lands constituting 
the bed o:f the lake and lying east o:r the breakwater and 
tracl{s of the Illinois Central :for a distance of one 11dle, 
1dthin designated limits,were ~ranteu to the Illinois Central 
41 
Itailroacl Coopany. 
Land lying between Uonroe Street and Randolph Street was 
grantecl by the terms ot• this sane act to the Illinois Central, 
f.he Chicago,Burl:l.ngton,and Quincy,and the Michigan Central. 
For tlrls later grant the three railroads were to pay the city 
eight hundred thousand dollars in four consecutive quarterly 
installments o:f two hundred thousand dollars each. A rider 
41. Lake Front Case- Supreme Court of' the u.s.,1891. 
107. 
1vas added to the bill authorizing the conn:ton council of 
Chicago to quitclaim ancl release the railroads of all the 
land within a period of four months. If' the council neglected 
to do so, the companies 1vere discharged f'rom the obligation to 
42 
nalm the balance of" their payments. 
This act was accepted by the Illinois Central Company 
and the other railroads in Jttly,1870. It had been vetoed by 
Governor Palmer but had been passed over his veto,by a 
43 
52 to 31 vote in the House and 14 to 11 vote in the Senate. 
Benef'i ts derived. by the people from tld s bit of' 
legislation are well presentecl by i!illiam K. Ackerman in his 
llistori.cal Sketch of the Illinois Central Rai.lroacl. Company. 
He points out that the general assembly had reserved the power 
to regulate the rate o:f dockage. Ackerman states that the 
view taken by many of the senators and repreGentatives lV'as 
the strongest argument for the passage of the act. They 
believed that the state l1as simply utliizing its interests in 
the lands by constituting them a source of permanent income to 
44 
the state and the city. 
An opposite vielrpoint is presented in Governor Palr.ter's 
message to the State Congress upon vetoing the bill. Governor 
Palmer claimed that the Lai:e Front Dill was passed contrary 
~o the wishes of a large majority of the people of Chicago. 
42. Ibid.,p.1S8-192,634-637. Ackerman,w.K.- Historical Sketch 
o~w I·c~nr ... .,p.98-l.02; Lake Front Act.·------
43. Ibid. 
44. Ibid.,p.103. 
l.Uts. 
He pointed out that the area intended for depot purposes for 
'\Vhich the railroads 1vere paying $800,000 had a narket-value 
of' $2,600,000. He naintained that the act clid not require tile 
railroac1 conpanies to ual::e any improvements on the subt:lerged 
lands. He went on to state' that the act was an attenpt to 
eli vert the property to a use far dif'f'erent :from that f'or 
45 
which it was dedicated. 
The Lake Front Act granted to the railroads two miles 
of' la1re :frontage covered with water to a depth :from ten to 
t1venty-:five :feet. This was a choice bit o:f land,adjacent to 
the business center o:f a growing c:ity and a:ff'ord:ing 70,000 
lineal :feet o:f dock. Governor Palmer predicterl that the 
property in later years would be worth a thousand dollars 
a f'ront :root. 
On July 121 1860 the three companies made the first of' 
their quarterly payments to City CoLiptroller Walter Kimball, 
who received the money and deposited it in his own name since 
the city council had taken no action in the matter. On .Tune 
13,1870 a resolution was passed refUsing to recognize 
' 46 
Kimball's act and to rec~ive the money. The Chicago,Burlington 
and Quincy and the hl1chigan Central withdrew their portions 6f' 
the paytnent but the Illinois central left its in the bands 
47 
o:f a t1~stee :for many ¥ears. 
Before the expiration of' the designated four months, 
45. Davidson and Stuve- A C~~lete History of Illinois,p.936. 
46. The Lake Front Case,Adlfress of' 1fertit-t--Starr,p.5. 
47 • Andreas ,A.T.- Histo_r_r_ p_t: ,P]l;i_c_ag'?_,v .II ,p.190. 
Thor.tas Hoyne and several leading citizens applied to the 
United States Attorney General to :file a bill restraining the 
railroads ~rom taking possession or the land set apart ~or 
their use. Presiding Judge Drtu:Jinond handed dmm the opinion 
that the land had been d.edicatecl ~or a particular purpose to 
public use and that neither the state nor city could divert 
4S 
it fron that use. 
The Act of' 1869 was repealed by the Illinois State 
Legislature in April,187~,with the passage o:f the "Act to 
Repeal an Act". Tile repeal act was assailed by the Illinois 
Central on the grounds; 1. That it impared the validity o:f 
contracts-. 2. That it inter~ered with vested rights. 3. That 
it viola ted. the :fundatlental law l'lhich prohi.bi tecl the release 
49 
or icpainuent o:f any tax imposed on the Illinois Central. 
The railroad COIJPany also claimed that it had spent $500,000 
on improving the land g:iven it in 1869. The state claimed 
that the Act o~ 1869 was voicl ab initio and that the Illinois 
Central had done nothing to reclaim the land since 1869. 
In the United States Circuit Cottrt,Jmlges ftarlan ancl 
Blogett rendered decision confirming the Illinois Central's 
title to all lands north o~ Randolph Street a:ncl repar:f.an 
rights south o:f Park Row. As to the vital question concerning 
tile land between Park Row and Randolph Street, they decided 
that the land and harbor rights belonged to the city of'. 
--------·-··~- < ·- w-·--·---
48 • .Andreas,A.m.- History of' Ohicago,v.II,·p.192. Lake Front 
Steal issued by tlle Anit:l-~ol1opoly League. 
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Chicago and the state o:f Illino:is subject to the parmount 
authority of the United States,excepting a small portion o:f 
suboerged land outside of the Illinois Central breaJ~ater o:f 
1869, between llonroe and Tfasbi.ngton Streets, which had l>een 
50 
reclaimed from the lalr::e in 1873. 
An iDinedi.a te appeal was made to the Supreme Court o:f 
the United States :for a review of the decision. The decree o:f 
the Suprer1e Court is enbodied· in the ~allowing statement o:f 
51 
Justice Ficlfl; 
"It follows :fror1 the view expressed, ;tnd it is so declared 
and adjudged,that the State o:r Illinois is the owner in 
:ree o:f the submerged lands constituting tile bed o:f Lake 
:Michigan which the third section o:f the Act o:f April 16, 
1869,purported to grant to the Illinois Central Railroad 
Company and that the Act or April 15,18731 rcpealing tl1e 
same is valid and e:r:rectiTe." 
This' verdict culmnated all litigation grmdng out o:r the 
LaJce Front Controversy. 
The outcome o:f this controversy ancl subsequent compromise 
and purchn.ses,which the city nade with the Illinois Central 
railroad ancl other parties,have enablecl Chicar;o to malce its 
lake shore the pride of" the city. Upon this property the 
Century of" Progress,World Fair o:r 1933 will be held. The 
beauty o:f the paries, boulevards, and island will be a wonder 
not only to the visitor but also to the native Chicagoan. 
or course there still remains the nusance or smoke belching 
50. Opinion of" Ju.clges Harlan and Blogett- LaJce Front Case, 
Supreme Court of the u.s. 
51. Starr,ll.- The Lake Front Case. _______ _,_~..... -
locomotives and unsightly ra.:ilroad tracks and :freight cars. 
But the instrumentality of' the Central railroad in protecting 
the rmny miles o:r shore line,an expensive and troublesome 
tasic,cannot be denied. Jfor can anyone doubt,that the easy 
and uninterrupted entr·ance provided into the heart of' the 
:City by the Illinois Central,has been an important :factor in 
the development of' Chicago. 
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APPENDIX 
(Abbreviations: C.P. Clucago Pt1blic Library; C.L. Crerar 
Library; N.L. Newberry Library; I.e. Illinois Central 
Archives.) 
Annual Reports o:f the Prcsiclcnt and Directors o:r the 
Illinois Central nailroad Company to the stockholders. In 
the early reports the acti vi tics o:r the Lancl Cornmissionare 
arc given considerable space; expenditures of the department, 
the anount,size,location,and price per acre of" sale,mcthods 
of advcrt~sing,the agricultural and business conditions o:r 
the state. In· the re})orts o:f the sixties less inf"ormation is 
gi.ven,in those o:r the seventies still less,so the amount 
of" useful material grows less wi til time. (I .c., C.L.) 
Charter o:f the Illinois Central Railroad. Approved on 
Scptenilicr 20 1 1850. <c.P.) 
Act to Incorporate the Illinois Central Railroad 
Company. Approved February 10,1851. (c.P.) 
Biennial lleport of the Auditor of Public Accounts of" 
the State of Illinois.- Auditor Oscar Nelson,July 1,1928-
June 30,1930. Gives a tabulated record o:r the various payments 
made by the Illinois Central to the state treasury. (I.e.) 
~~u. 
Sectional 1Iap shoring the location o:r over 2,500,000 
acres o:r Illinois Central land.- 1861. (C.P.) 
lm ordinance :ror the establislnnent ot• Harbor D:tstrict 
Nunber Three, the construction o:r a nelr passenger station by 
the Illinois Central flailroatl Company. Secure park development, 
bathing beaches and provide :ror streets. (C.L.) 
bncroaciment upon the harbor o:r Chicago Illinois. 
Letter o1' the Secretary o:r \'Tar, Uarch 3,1882. GiTes a detailed 
but incomplete account of' the controversy between the Illinois 
Central and the f'ederal govcrrunent over the harbor rights 
o:r Chicago. (C.P.) 
Report of Honorable Breese :rron the Committee on Public 
Lands with a bill granting land to Illinois.- 1848. (C.L.) 
Legal· Docunent- Lalce Front Case; Recore! Cases Nos • 
14,135, 141 4141 14,4151 14,416. Suprene Court o:r the United. 
States,Term 1891. 
Term No.768. The r.c.nn.co.,Appellant vs. The People 
of the State of Illinois and the City o:r Chicago. 
Term No.074. The City o:r Chicago,Appclant vs. The 
r.c.nn.co. et al. 
Term Xo.975. The People of' the State of' Illinois, 
Appenant vs. The I.C.Im.co. ancl the City of' Chicago. (C.P.) 
Seventh Census,. 1850, Nineth Census,-1870. 
Session Documents,2Sess.,25 Cong. !fo.203. 
Session Laws o~ Illinois,1843; 1849; 1914. 
Senate Journal of Illinois- 1847. 
<c.P.) 
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